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C ~ I N G  ABIATION ~ P C ) ~ C E  xm m m m  n;ow 
Volume I1 - Computer Program 
By R. Colony, E. P. del  OasaX, and R, S, Gaudette 
The Ebeing Company 
1*0 G E v E m u  I m O R r n I I O N  
me two computer programs described. in this document are i n  support of 
an integrated analytical and experimentel i rrvest lgat ion to predict the 
a b l a t i o n  p r fo rmnce  of the Apollo heat shield.  The principal. objeceive was 
the determination of tihe ablation perfoxprance under turbulent  f l o w  conditiona 
of AYCQAT 5 0 2 6 - 3 9 ~ ~ / ~ :  used on the Apollo vehicle. These program wh5ch are 
m i t t e n  is FORTRAN IV, m e  machine independent and as much as possible system 
independent, 
me prediction of the  perfarlnance of the charriw ablator on the  ApoLlo 
heat ~ h i e l d  has obvious and inmediate applications in  he design of a;bla+ion 
thermal protection ~ystems for reentry vehicles in general snd t11e Awllo 
Command Wule in ~ t i c u l a r .  AbZator p e r f o m n c e  is generally d.epmdent on 
the material chosen and environmental conditions. The boundary layer equation8 
for heat;, mss, and momenbum transfer together with a suitable expression f o r  
eddy diffusivity spplic&ble to -che turbulent, transition, and laminar flow 
reghes  provide the mathemtical model of the envirmmenkal conai-bfons. The 
thermal, n~ecbn i ca l ,  and chemical propertie6 of the ablator m e  descr&bed by a 
number 0% correlations derived from axperimenW results obtained: under thde 
contract and From sn extensive search of the ll.terature, 
Two computer program were developed under the present fnve~tigation, 
one for the flow f i e l d  and %he other for the charring ablator. Both are 
coupled by a set of m u t U y  consistent inpuk parameters. The fn'troductl.on of 
mny slLapZifying aseuqt - tons  makes the t o t a l  solution economical in detiemndng 
the performsince of +,he abil!a4%or at d l  body positions and for any p i n k  In %he 
trajectory. 
The assurnptiona necessary to define complex flaw and phase change 
mechanisms almost defy enrnp1mtian. Physical sssmptbane used in this program 
incluae: 
I )  Molecular and! tranalpart propertie6 baaed. on air .In thema-c 
etc.; 
I (3) Srncal ~ e M h i t S .  of the t a x g e n ; t ~ ~  velbocity, e n t M p y  and spccict~ 
concenk~a~tione; 
(4) au2'hbllity of mixing 1-1:ngth theory to describe k b u l e n t  f low; 
( 5 )  existtence and r c . l i~~b iXZty  of semi-empirical relations derived fra 
experiment;; 
( 6 )  tl description of t h e  i n v i s c i d  flow field l a  available; and 
( 7 )  quapi-steady e*te conditione exiat. 
In addit ion,  ce r t a in  mLhel~aticdl assumptions have bean nsde, 'I!heae asamp- 
tioner and tzpwox2nations *e described in the course of the text .  
It should 'be notcci t h a t  ' .~hc pewticu2ar c ~ e r e i o n s  wed %n this p r c q p m  
for  molecular and Lmnsport p~upartiee, eddy diffusivlty and Invtsc5d fsow 
are  input^ vhich m y  r ~ a d f l y  'be changed by' mr*e rece~t  end exact formhtionrr 
if and when they =a e,wjlabl.a. 
!The I id tCl t ions  of a program generally depend on the &8euqpt'%on@ wh&ch, 
for tihem program, are  muifold.  The only sht;atement that can be aadc here 
ie that by cultably derrrrrribiag the aurfuce geametry and &nwlmhd facnr fltlead, 
a Large number of carca of turbwlent or l&nar boundary layer flovs ~qy ;be 
conaidered. &ny c h o s i c a 2  f l a t  p h t a  problems lave bean simulated v%th 
rem-hble success. 
ma two p ~ o g r ~ ~  one deecribing the flm f ie ld  and the other ,dencr$b91qg 
the ablator perfonrmrnce are wed eeparstely, The intemated flow and! abUt$onm 
problem l e  then solvca by coupl i r i  the two proe;ru~ by a a t t  'of mt&y eon- 
r58tcnt input p a a e t e r a .  Both program a r c  dcecrdbed in the f o U o w 2 ~  
sectione 2.2 and 2.3. 
2 1 Nomenclature 
N o N C ~ C ~ ~ ~ U Y ~  asnociatad wl%h %he f low f i e l d  program 
- 
pawteter defined by equation ( 3 9 )  
paramefer determining tmnai f ; ion  
memeter wed to determine exkent o f  tmnsitiori  
local akin-friction coefficient 
effective s p c i f  ic heat, 3tu/% 
p t u e . t e r  defined by eqwtion (2)  
rat io of wall mass flux t o  f'ree-~tream nsaes f l u x  
funceion of 
gravitational constant, 32.2 f t-lhf/lbis ec 2 
pmmeter defined i n  eqwi;lon (18) 
h local ~tatic en*Wpy, %u/lbm 
'ET lacs total .  entfialpy, ijtu/lbm 
lEcoef  heat transfer coefficient, ~ b ~ / . f t ' ~ s e c  
J Jade s constant;, 778 ~t -lb,/~.t;u 
L 
J 1- index for ntmiber 09 cards to describe ym 
3 4- in6ex for ym vdue 
k universal constant,  0.36 
k int;egm.t;ion index in aq;v,'~ion (14) 
IC maximm Zntegration index in equation l(14.J 
a+ aimanaiodesa mixing length 
IlI3 lower bound 
M Xacd %ch ilumbe~ 
ambient molecule3 xsigh-k, ibm/lbm-mle 
2 + preseurc, lb i / i t  ; sometimes ueed aa general function of ym 
empirical. func t ion  uued in e x p e e a i o n  for shear r t rena dintribution 
~ o p e r t ~  
molecular Prandtl ntmber 
effective Prandtl nmabor 
2 heat flux e~t Yne W, ~tu/f%-aec 
surface radius of reyolution, ft 
gaa constant, 15k5 it -lbf/lbm-mole =R 
Rcyaolds nmber Meed on displacement thichees 
Reynolds numb= based on momentun 'bhickncra 
R q n o l d s  number bneed on dis-tancc Uoug  euriace fra  stagnati.on point 
Reynolds number based on buundary byer thicknees 
moXecuZar Schmidt nmiber 
upper bound 
l o c a l  k n g e n t 2 l l  velocity, ft/sec 
I 
local tangential v d a l t y  ra t io ,  u/u. 
imea f'raction of 5nert spec&es 
a s 8  fmction of inert species *em the free $#%rema 
~~taximwn l oca l  ahear khickncss, treated us independent stream~lsc 
m i a b l e ,  5 J i ? i T /  ae 
mass txxmsf er parameter, 2r2,/@,uc cf) 
stoichionelrlc mss ratio for combustibLe species 
stoichiometric mass rttt;t9 for  i n e r t  specien from ablator 
stoichiom.t;1*ic mss rntio for oxygen apeciee 
s to icb iomtr ic  mse ratio for products of cmbnstion 
mtlo a9 specific beata 
6 boundary layer Wliclmess, ft 
2 42 eddy diffusivity, ft /set 
convergence c r i t e r i o n  in equation (11) 
b ! v i ~ c o s l t y ,  1bm/9-t-sec 
2 3 kinem*t;ic ~ i e c o u l ' t y ,  f C / sec  
p density, ibmjit3 
p variable of integrakisn 
< shear streso, Ebf/ft 2 
damping f e r n  in m ~ . ~ f . n g  length e w e s s i o n  
% vtscoeity r a t i o  
yip dmsi.t;y ratio 
Subscripts : 
C denotes point at  which f l a w  5s- assup.& to be s ~ i  to that over a 
f2.a.t; plate 
a edge of boundery hysr 
i step izdex 
j 4- index in ym army 
k' in tegra t ion index in equation (14) 
k Index of aucceeaiva apyroxiPaCione , equation ( 9 )  
o denote8 origin  condit ion~l  , equation (13) 
B denotes stagnation condition6 
5TOP denotes point of t e rn ina t ion  of cd lcd~t iox l  
w denotes wall a* boundary Payer-solid interface 
Superscripts : 
A denotea interpolation routine defined in eqwtl.on (15) 
U denotes computed W u e  (02 x ,  ) 
J 
2.1.2 Bamenclature a e n o c i a b d  with ablakor prograrp and progtgm rrmtching 
A mtrix o f  -pa-tiial derivattvee usad in the eolution of the nev X 
A stoichiornetria coaff ' icFmt for c&mtion of wblrtor surface mterial 
activation teuptrature (activation energy/@$ constant)  for 
'mb e m i m t i o n ,  O R  
- 
c specific heat o f  char, ' ~ t u / l b ~ - * - . ~  
Y t C  
- 
c apeoific heat of' h o l y z e d  g a s ,  Btu/1bm-'~ 
P,P 
* 
i t h  eqmtfon def iriing the ablation mcchanisr (i = 1,2,3,4,5) 
~~ poasible f rsct ion of pyrolysie gas that unde~gwa combustion 
G m.trix used I n  .the ~olution of X 
2 
=o heat transf cr coeiricient (no blw&ng), ibm/it-sec 
A E heat of cqbm ttoo for  cW, Btu,/lbll 
c>c 
B haat of pgicd.y:lyeia, Etu/lba (based on ep) 
w 
H t o w  enthalgy, BLu/lbn 
ho e p c i f i c  cntmgy, ~ t u / l b ~  
i Mm.kr function index 
d eqnat-Lon index 
5,294 
emplri cal comtants (dimensiod)  
$ 2 ~  
nuas hc- t i i on  of w g e n  at  edge of houndmy hyer 
i 
C 
sass flnx of char e-t%an 
o 2 btrL i p n  lasa flux, ibdf+sec  
2 
,xsh s s s  flux due to aham r-, ~b j i t - s e e  
m, 
2 
surf nef m a  flux of the auriace, 1:bJf t-sac, 46, + I + .a c B ~ N  ,sub $ 1  
-B i 2 msa fltm due to l anb la t ion  I(- A#* e .sub/%$ ,. abdf>t+.ae 
sub 
a $*eration $&ex iin progmm iw&mfacc =kchang 
B pressure, c r t m  
2 b convection heat tranafer to smooth w a l l  (no blowing), ~tu/ft-scc 
2 
radiatwe heat flux, E%u/fi-sec 
Independent variable far ith tabular function 
Stantan nmbr 
inf  tinl waU temperature, *R 
temperature, 'R 
ve3.ocity a-t; edge of boundmy Layer, ft/sec 
vec%or conkin izg  independent variable 
mass flux prameter , w(pe~e. cf) 
er ror  c r i t e r i o n  
A cor rec t ion  term for P 
h re-ti~n parameter 
density tLP inert (to p y - r o ~ y s ~ ~ ~ )  irsctLon of d r g i n  pihatic, iLbl/ft 3 e, 
SubscCri;pts :
a denotes &ue c d c u U . t e &  by aibUt%on prq@UU 
f denokes d u e  c.a &tcd by f low fie$& program 
I f & r a t  i te ra t ion  %n profpm ia&er$ace lW.tch~h@ 
w wall condition 
0 no blawing 
'v baaed on blocking function 
Superscript: 
-3 Vectar quantity 
2.2 ktbemticril Model - Flow fi,Lgt Program 
2,2,1 The asymptotic momentum equation 
!he  local. tangent ia l  velocity ratio 2 at a given point (x,'Q ) i n  the 
boundary layer i a  given by the integral egmtion; 
where 
F (z)q) = 1 f 
From the boundary conditioq fi(x,l)=l.0, the re la t ion  between the sb%n 
friction coefficient and ym is obtained: 
In xle  presen* in;vestigat%on, the dhene5onikss m i x i n g  Zengtb q e s a & o n  $8 
assumed to be 
and b = 2 2 ,  0 ~ = N = o  
The shear s t r e s s  ra t io ,  , is aaamed to be of the lam: 
IrC 
more P(fl , x )  csn be a w  convenient empirically or eeml-emgir1call.y deter- 
dried t h c t i o n .  In the  preaent case, a linear r e l a t i on  was used: 
The above equation8 are  solved by successive a-pproxixmtions (F'icard's method) 
vikh the iterative equcltiona assming the for?m 
In i t idLy,  %he lscaL taugcntSI.  veLocit;y rrrtio p ro f i l e  is approxhate&<by 
uo z q0*I m d  subaequenkly by 
Convergence of is assurned when 
far a U  5ntegra.I steps, i.~s,., 14% ,...,IHI pm&dedl k 4 201. Ef the error 
f B d d  I 
X Rex 
a )  Boundary L a y ~ r  Thicknnss 
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P L  AINE: 
I 
I 
1 '  
- 
M 1Q1 f l  
c ) VQI IQ~C~ I  it y lP8mf I~II,Q -W I ~  bh ~ B l l ~ o w ~ ~ ~ m g  
2 -2 -2  The momentum in tegra l  equation 
The mmeuitum integral equation expressed In differential form is 
d In e rilny-, + d Re, d Re, d Re, 
In integral form, the above equakion baconres 
* d R, 
Rel, = Rero (13) 










4- I(// +s) - 
'6 (18) 
k c e  ,R ("+ ) is e d u ~ t e 1 2 ,  the corrs~pond~ng value of x is a;pproxmted 
by er '5mL 
h+ A + 
- xI(yjl, * , ) + 'I( yjhjk) -1 
" + 
where p e, I\ and J.,J , a r e  svalmted at X (y ) . A ease is terminated 
when ' k -c  
2 -2.3 h n c t i a n a  of +he a e p p t o t i c  momer~tum equation 
f 
Once u ha8 bee:n determined fox a given y ueveral plrrameters w e  
i-diately calculable. Thoae used in the pr&am rue: 
2.2.4 'Phe asymptotic species e s u a t i o n ~  
The chemical model of the flow fir3.d is given by a s e t  of 3.ntee;lw.l 
equations which represent the species cont inu iw equation8 i n  the boundary 
layer. Included i n  the formulations i s  the ~FmpLifled combustion moilel 
describe& in Volume I of thie report. Five types of gasee are collfjiclcred: 
combu~tible species from the ablator, i n e r t  speclee frola the ablator, oxygen 
species, inert specie6 from the  free stream and the  products of comblmtion. 
This li!mitaticrn i s  necessary due to coxputational difficulty. The word 
inert here refere t o  oxidation (canbustion). M ~ e o c i a t i o n  effects  mtqr be 
treated indirec'tjy 8s themodynaaic eif ects. 
The concept of a reac t ion  p h n e ,  wherein a l l  combustion takes place 
v i t h i n  a narrow region along the boundary layer is used. A suitable tmss 
balance is preecribed by the equations below. h e 8  fluxes are not con-binuous 
in view of the rcacticm plane concept. 
where Po and pm are prcecribea 
n c 
Theaposi t ion of the reac2im p b n e  i s  given by and i~ obtained 
from the  eqwsticn 
where ( I J ~ ) ~ =  0.23 (33) 
(dl,)e = I - ( w o + ) ~  
Wfth the  above panmeters defined, the speciies equstions are eas l ly  evaluated: 
%;ss e a c t i o n  of inert  species generated. by the abhtor: 
,*ss f%ctlon of i n e r t  1apecBes bi fmbng  9rom the edge of the boundary Layer: 
k e s  fraction of oxygen rrpcicrs: 
k s o  *action of producte of combraatio~i: 
where for d:i. o'" i~ acw m i a b l e  of integration, in thirr caee 0, and 
2.2.5 Thermcdynumhc and t ransport  prope3.tics 
me gus p!ropxrtias used .n thia p r o g ~ ~ m  were baaed, on avaihble 
equJ,Zj.lmium air data (REP. 1 ,  The simgEe c x ~ a r ~ s i o n a  given belaw are  
wed: 
Viscosity: ~ = / u ( T )  (tobulu) 
V $ e c o n i e  ratio: L = i ~ f  
- ye h = 0,7@ Te 
W a l l  ~bntlmlpy: 
The temperature ratio is approximted by 
2 -2.6 -- Flow conditions ' at  .the edge of the boundary layer 
In vlew of the complex traJectory and geometry of the Awlla heat shield, 
no simple eqmtione a r e  gresen-tly availab2.e ho deecribe the inviscid  f l a w  
f i e l d  in the Sore and after body. E k p r i r m n ~  obtained static pressure 
distribution,e itLong *he surface are, however, available. T ~ ~ E I  6ectLon 
presents the ~clatkonehipe used in this pr-. Note that the inviscid 
flow fiela eolutions me boundary candifions In this program and m y  be 
- a l l y  changed when mare de%iXed howledge of the flow avaihbhe.  The 
relat5onships used here me: 
T b ~  veJ!oci~  profuea beitwean *he ahock and the regi;on new the st8grmtion 
inn were obb$ned .m$ng Li@d&Wll s incqprea s&b&e flaw approx&at&on cif; ?\. At a e e N i n  ~U~hntance from the sI-tion p i n k  ( the  ~shou!kder 
lomibio,~~ the flaw P&e&Q 58 8pproxmtcd by 'a fJ& p b t e  soltlt8orb. !l%us 
2.2.7 Algorithm for approximatin~ the boundary layer flow f i e l d  
Given a a e t  of input 'p -weLers ,  an affective algorithm f o r  s o l d ,  
the in t eg ra l  momentmu equat ion m y  now be defined. me origin (xo* 0.0 
is see a t  the ~ W t L o n  goink, i n  which cam: 
-+ f Choose the next ymwhlch in this cane w i l l  be the f i r s t  ym of the input 
array. Aceuming that %he value of x correspandi to the new yL (call it 
xl) La in t h e  neighborhood of x,, ve assert t h ~ t  is in the neighborhood 
of the property P a t  XI, aiz solu-[;ion of the  asymptotic mo~oen.tum equat5an 
is given as 8(x1, 9) where all proper%ies, P, are  evalustcd at xo. 
Aaaociatcd with G ( x l , t )  a re  the yameters  glvcn i n  section 2.2.3. The 
value o r  Re at the new velue of y& is then apyraximted using the iterative 
equation (2.t) from ~ f i i c h  the hevalue of x, csll i t  I, is computed. Note that 
nowhere was the value of x wad so that we define x as Z. 
The ff array l e  exbm%ed i n  ~n ~slmihr manner, etepping to t he  Larger 
value each t h e  assuming 
'G (xJ,q ) based on P ( x ~ - ~ ) ,  
then d e f i n i . ~  xJ as 'ji. 
2 . ~ ~ 8  Notes on quadrature 
Wherever quadratme is required, such as f (x) ax, numeric& 
approx~t.t;fono are made* !he quadrature ' bW tion used  throughout 
this progmm is a variable i n t e r v a l  extenston of Simpeon's rule. Ant effective 
c o n t ~ o l  of the global, error can be achieved. by a mia.bII:e i n k e d  schelpc,. 
The enact descrtption of the method is given In ref, 3 md w i U  no& be 
Zurthar diacmsed here, Rate %'bat t he  andysis praaendmi here &a not 
dependent on *a prticulm quadrature f oranila. Any res.somb2y sccmaite 
approxlnmthon Kill, sufftce. 
2.3 Wthemtical W e 1  - Ahlator Program 
FLve nonkbnem eqwtione diecusaed in Volume 5: ~;r=avfdh 
the smath~t&cal l  mdel of the -&Xatiion ,mechabbere. ThcS154 ~?qUB;t&ons are 
 miz zed! as: 
Correction term for ic determination ! 
Mass flux due to pyrmlyeie : 
W s s  Plum due to combustion: 
where Qi(n) ,=-a the itb hu ~ m c t i o n  of the relationah5g R. For 
I = 1, note that 
I h e  slmiLtsneou ~lo,lu?iion of the above f ive  equatlone d@terminee the 
variables $,A, 'I$, khr and. =c, The method of solution i s  based on the 
f h e - l ;  order approxination 09 t h e  functions F Consider the k-th approxinrrtfon 
of the ljth equstion: J 
where 
26 2 Fd 2 F 3F 2F j = - J fryJ + )+-+ + 3 T-d alkhc a 1hsh 
&nd both F and V P are  eva3.uated at 3 3 me i n i t i a l  approximation 
to 3 is provided by the user. 
Note that eqmltian (&) f a  one of a s e t  of five l i n e a r  equations $n 
the unknown 4. !The set of linear equations can be w i t t e n  in matrix 
nota t ion  as 
where 
and G is a column matrix havlng the  element Gi of the ith row 
Al.1, partial derivstivea are evaluated at 
When attempting the i terat ive ~olution of nonlinear equations, experience 
dictates that care musk be exercised to keep each succeeslve approximtion i n  
-the neighborhcd of the Last approximation. Also, certain bounds determined 
external ly  rray not be exceeded dne t o  rmthemtical or physical l M t a t i o n s  on 
the domain. In order t o  effcc t this, we do not m e  the fk predicted by 
equation (64) but rather, m o d i f y  it by the a lgor i thm below. 
W n g  t he  element in *the kth rDw of the vec-bor t o  be X 
i) if X 2 (b is the upper bound of x), then let in x = 1/2 
(ln kl + 1n k) where ma the value of x on the previous 
iteration j 
il) if X ]t8 (h is the lower bound of x), then let in x = 112 
(m s-l + ln b) j 
iii) if X& c X < XUB no change is mde j 
5 = A Ll + (1- A )  X, 
where - ic :a~ values of h a r e  1-/2. 
Convergence is defined as 
for rows of the vector &, where E was chosen as 0.08, and 
me second! tneqWity I s  required b e c ~ u s e  stegs -1) and ii) 
b e q d i t y  (A) ;but not eratbsf'y equation (56). If the 
(B) m e  not ,ss;tisf8ed before k = 100, %he itcmtiron is termbated and an 
error (maaage &s given (ao comergence 1, 
--t 
h ,some hs;tsnces ,msh or me m y  be dropped from the vector X. In these 
caste equat$on (59)  and/or (60) are dlsregmdsd and the ma%x2ces aclJllaM. 
By dei&n$tlon,, #BIG 1 refera to the  instance when and me are included 4n 
the vector z; c c u  2 k t  oic but not Psh; case 3 to hsh but not i ; and case 4 C 
to nei;ther bh nor ihc. 
Due t o  the non l inea r i ty  of equations (56) to (61)) the existence of 
multiple roots i~ not aurgriaing. Unf'orkunately,'multiple rooks often 
reside between the upper and lower hour166 provided by the  user. AD of yet,  
no simple analyticat mans has been found t o  separate %he deslred aolution 
from the epurious roots.  An affective me9& of selecting the proper root 
18 to underestimate the i n i t i a l  guess to X, 
2.4 Ykthemtical Model - Coupling between Ablator and Flow-Field Programs 
2.4.1 Ablatar - flow field interface matchlnq 
Let t ing  the iteration fndtx N = I  for the i n f t i a l  conrputatiens on both 
p r o w ,  snd subocripts f and a refer t o  the flow field equuttons and 
ablation programs respectively (for T~), the  values of TBbW, dIf and 
must be aseigntd i n l t i a l  valuee, which are muaL1.y 535, 0 and 0.6, respectively. 
(The vsluee of Tvr. and d If uhould be chosen to give cold w i l l  per forance  
for no msa injection: the value of y) Ia m y  be any reasonable value based 
on a priori exptriencc.) The values assigned to Tm, D L N J  and Y (+I) 
are: 
where 
Twf = wall. temperatme in-mt into the flow fieZd p~og.ram 
Twa = waU temperature calcu;lated by the abbtion pegram 
and = t o t a l  gaa maas i2rm at the surface. 
(POT caaea when Hw'-Hwz7E where Eg is arbitruri&y assiped the 
Ht4 H 3 
mue  0.1, the mLue of- % for w e  in c s l c u h t i n g  YIN should be recalcwhted 
by the flaw fit&& pr- at each Iteration, letting Twu - T,W = TM(I-L)a, 
dI - 0 :  ) me i t e ra taon  is teprFneted when I yN - ' v ~ - ~  j /tN yr 
where E y  lhs been arbitmr- assigned the value O1.L. Sence &n ,mosf 
ampllc~tions T and oi w i l l  be Amct%rsm of distance, iterrk5ons must {be 
perf-d conck t&nk l r  a t  sePscted distances dong -bhs wetted )path. 
T n p t  decks and proprun prfn$mts are s l i m  for the ,case ,of pApol3o 
fliigbt 202, body 8etn;t$on 1, tirae 52 eaconds and as0  ~ ( f  fist item&d!on onI&],. 
2.5 Results and lXscuasi~n 
To test the oveWl performance, accuracy end reliabiliw of the 
boundmy layer couputer program, the f o U o ~ d n g  points were conaidered: 
convergence performance, cornpasison with an exact solution, and comparison 
M-th experiment&l.. &he 
(a)  Convergence characteristics 
(1) Asymptotic equations 
In general, the convergence of the iteration scheme for the 
asymptotic eqwtions is good & h a l l  external. f l o w  conditions and for s m l l  
to moderately large value8 of K ( 10). 
(2) 3htep;ral boundary layer equations 
The convergence of the iterative ache- used to solve the 
in tegrd.  bo~mdmy layer equations Zs dependent on the Eiuccess nf .bhe item- 
tlon fox the asymgtotic equations and the sBep s i z e s  of t h e  yi array that 
is input, h p X e  cases #I and 2 Umtra te  t h e  latter point.  For exactly 
the 8- external. flow 8ad surface conditions, .two army6 of yi were used, 
one with a s ~ l e r  step s ize  than the other. !.me array with smaller step 
size converged whereas .the other did no%, 
In genera ,  the nuntericd results obtained using d i f fe ren t  
converging ticmays of y* m e  not signiflcan-t;l.y dif'ferenk. Thia is illustrated 
in sample cases & and?. Two m a y s  were used vhich led to convergent 
salutions, one wi-th s d l c r  step sizes than the  other. The numerics1 
results o'bst;ained were withln 1s of each other, 
(b) Conr~lwison w3th an exac t  solution 
Tn order to test 'the accuracy of the conquter program, it is 
necessary t o  compare it wfth an exscl; ~o1uLion. An exact aol i i t ion to the 
ue2ocity prof'tles and sHn f r i c t i o n  dishpibution m y  be 0%-lned &en the 
p h y a i c a  properties m e  cons.t;anh. For t31is case 
%e w ~ c t  solu%ion and the n m r i c d  results a r e  plotited In 
f igure  2. It can be seen that agp.eement is very CLQELC. 
(c )  Comppfrison with experimeatal data 
me overall r@l.llabfii* of a computer model can be tested uLth;tely 
by i t s  ability -to duplicate physically observed Chh. ,Wmtunately, the 
&en* of exper3ment.d. data amflable in the literature in %he reg5on of 
greate6.k inkerest in %his program, i,e,, hyper80n.i~ turbulent f&ar data, 
Re 
X 
Figure 2.- CoBp&riaon of numerical solution vith exact solution. 
are scarce. 'I;he gmstasf amount o f  dab 2s available f o r  the f3a.I; plate 
geometry so th-b c loonr~ can o n l y  be mads with bk amila'ble for the 
fbt plate ( f i g u r e y  
The sojlu.t20n described in l;he iblation analysis is best j u t i f l e d  in 
only those laghies  for which experhen-t;al data were cr>rrelated. The correla- 
tions developed were neceosariXg cxtrspalatcd, however, 'to help predict 
performince n.t a33. condi'kions encnun-kred in *he given -4pollo trajectories. 
For the ApoLto appLicrrCion involved, only k o  cases did not converge on $, 
probably ag u consequence 09 the comelation extrapolations. Fey cases 
require more than PLFW i t e ra t ions ,  
As a t e s t  of the ab:U.i%y of the programmed ablrttion analysia to predict 
perfomncc,  %he predictad aw-ce mss f l u x  is compared with expexlmental 
valuee J;n figure 4, Deviations a r e  m W  due to the scatter in the experi- 
mental d a b  about the line salecked for correlation of shear-induced sur face 
T ~ C ~ B U $ , C I Z ~  r 
2.6 Conclwions and Recomencktiona 
(1) A ccmpu2;ar progr~ut baaed on an i n t eg ra l  solutJ,on af the born- 
Sayer .quatioxla m s  developed and succensf1111y'~appLied for  the calculation 
of om00431 h a t  fluxas to a surface with nous8 transfer in laminar and 
'twbuLen.t Elm. 1'h.c. p r q p m  is e e s e n ' t i w  system independent and =chine 
3ndepnden.t; * 
(2) A computer xoukine for s~-mdtaneously solving five transcendenkaL 
s3gebmic eqwt ioas  ds a cribing e b h t i o n  perf omance of AVCOAT 5026- ~ ~ E C / G  
bas heen developed, 
AB h a  been staked in t h e  t e x k ,  the boundary layer computer pogram has 
been derrignsd to be flexible and does not depend on the particular eddy 
difp't1~frf,~ty, thermodymmtc and t m e p o r  t propertlea and potential f l o w  f FeLu 
used, mese me 2npu-b~ into the progmm, which may be improved if better 
appraximrstionu are available. If lrery high k c h  numbers (M -40) a r e  ant.Lc1- 
pated, tZlc inc lus ion of shoclc and boundary b y e r  gas radiakfon is necessary. 
!&la offers no =jar obe-t;acle t o  the grogram as nax formulated. 
n l s  section describes the input forrriat necessary to exerclee the two 
programs described in the geeceding  section^. A l l  user supplied input i s  
via punched card#, In w-ir~g khis section note the distinction between 
CARD # m a  CARD SET #, ,:l,:icSlilng of the input cards ued in the sample cese 
is given in aection 3.1.ho 
3.1.1 h p u t  of flow field program 
CARD SET 1 For~mC (1%6) 
Col 1-12 Any cilphanumeric cbaractcrs wed for caee BdtnL&8icatdon 
Figure 3 . -  Comparison of experimental heat transfer to cmpter p red ic t ion  









I I I 1. 
jFtgure 4. - Compar5son of pred$cted and exgrtmtnital 
rab&ator pereor?mance for turbulent P&ow. 
l,kAKD 2 
.G 
Cot i - l i , 3 *  :r fitmhtz 1 
X; 
f$i-m%:l~r:~Q,-~ $2' MM'F 9 aka, imaS&ss mrr-t; be wed, IFhe number o f  csPda 
usradl, 'ka :prs~miRe She m y  $6 'khe :tnteger d where 
In order that the program w i l l  proceed In t h e  downstrean direction. U a o  
M implied r e s t r i c t i o n  is t h a t  yi number (i-1) is in t h e  neighborhood of 
number 1. The program will calculate .the appropriate dometrean distance, 
x i ,  for each yi in the array, 
Coll-10 A Q ,  Step size of )? usedfor o u t p u t a n d t a b l e  
d e f i n i t i o n  between = 0 and = % 
C G ~  l l -20 Stsp size of wed for output an6 table definition 
between 3 = and % = 1 
Co1 21- 30 Velocity at which t a  change from b 4 to A 17 
Col 31-40 k Conetan* in equation ( 5 )  
Col 41-50 a, Corm*l;ant; i n  equat ion ( 5 )  
C n l  51-&I FY Molecular Prandt l  numbe~ 
~ 0 1  61-70 Sc Molecular Schmidt, number 
COI P-B~ xSmp One criterion for termination of a c&se 
Col 1-10 P, Stagnat ion  pressure 
Go1 11-20 V, ES-ee sSream velocity 
Col 9-40 xc Value of x after which t h e  fluw ia essumed. to 'be 
similar to flow over a flat plate 
cox 41-50 p 
o2 1 Input  species lnaes ratios for combustion col 51-60 a ,
CARD SE2 6 ( 3 a m . t  described in Section 3.1.3) 
h f t z ~ i t l o n  of pressure r a t l o  as a function of x. me independent 
var iabXe 
X = x  
and the depndent mWiable 
SET 7  orma mat deecribed in Section 3.1.3) 
l k f i n i t l o n  of wall tepmture as s ftmcthon of x. me Mepundent 
var Pable 
X = x  
and t h e  dependent variable 
Y = TW 
CARD SET 8 (format daecrlbed in Section 311g3) 
h f i n l t i o n  of c-C REJ n m c - h i o n  of x" ' h e  independent vsri~,'lXe 
and t h e  dependent variable 
A case i s  %crs;inated Ily one o f  'three n>.eane: 
1) x > Xsmp 
' arrey is e-uoted 2 )  ym 
3) Some type of e r ro r  is detected. 
3.1.2 Input or' ablu?;u~ TJ~:~o- 
CARD SET 1  orma mat d=~cr.*SZ15d in &c*ion 3*1,3) 
DcI in i t i on  of t l ~ c  tabular function Q) where the independent vevlabl- 
and the dependent variable Y =A . 
M D  SEX 2 ( ~ o m t  de~cribed in Section 3.1.3) 
Dci in i t i on  of the tabular function ~9 where the indepenclent variable 
and the dependent variktble 
y= h,3 e 
W D  SET 3 ( ~ o r m ~ t  dcecribed in Secation 3.1.3) 
&fini t ion of the t l b d a r  function 9 where the indeqendcnt w & e b P e  
and. the dependent variable 
CARD SET k FORMAT (8~10.0) 
Col 1-10 P i 0  
Cal 11-20 Y 
C O ~  7-1-30 4, 
Col 41-50 -TO 
Col *11-8i3 PC 
NOTE: For the Awl lo  miterial ,  p y  and pc have been "dumfed in" as low6, 
in which caoe K = 1.10. 3 
CARD SET 5 FORMAT (8FIc.0) 
7 Col 1-10 C 
P,C 
- 
Col LI-20 C P:P 
~ 0 1 2 1 - 3 0  AH 
c 9 = 
COI. -jl-40 AH 
c ,? 
col 41-50 A H w 
Col 51-6!3 E 
CARD SW 7 FORMAT (5fi0.0) 
Col 11-20 A (UB) Ii A 
If Cc3. 31-40 1$ (IPB) 
~h l;t sh 
11 COL 41-50 hC(UB) m 
C 
CARD SEPP 9 FORMAT (32lCl.0)  
COL 1-10 l;i (13) bxer b o ~ a  of 16 
P P 
11 Col y2-40 h (?a) 
R lll m ah 
H C O ~  41-go i , ( ~ )  
mc 
C O ~  1-10 $(m) Initial gueea to is 
Col U-28 A(zG) I I .h 
Col y"-lCO Ik (XG) 11 
ah .a sh 




Col 1-5 W E  Control integer (mt be r i g h t  adjwted 
in field) 
W B = 1  Beg2i.n next case ~t mD SErP 1 
KkSE-02 Begin next case at CARD SET 4 
LEASE - 3 Begin next case at MQ SSP 20 
m a  Last aasfgment to ' W E  is provdded to rash  sereral dt?feren;t 
gusssea to X. Thi-s may bs useful ff convergence ie not e u s i l y  sttainabae. 
Wh.Ue the u8rr s h d d  bQ careful t o  inpat  a meanbngj5iL a c t  of tmnputs, 
the prodprm qf clmmga s g o  of tihe inputs to insme conmlrtency. Such 
urPrplrr would bs 
3.1.3 Tabular Input format 
This s e c t i o n  give8 the input format for all tabuhr functione defined 
v ia  input. Ifbe gene- trbular function -1 have the iorn f(xi) = Yi 
i = 1,2,,..n. The Po-t scheme I s  
W1 FORMAT (15) 
Col 1-5 BFT n, the number of ordered pa-s constttuting 
the .tabular function (thia number must be 
r igh t  adjusted in the f i e l d )  
Col 1-10 ?L ffrst independent ver&able 
 GO^ X1-20 V 
'1 f *st dependent -&able 
r' 
Col 31-40 Y2 second dependent, variab&e 
Col 41-50 v 
"3 thArd fadependent variaiblke 
Col 51-60 Y tMrd de,pendent var2'bIi.e 3 
COI 6X-70 x4 fourth Independent -$able 
CoZ n-&I y4 fourth dependent wkmbhe 
~f Hifl) > 4, anoither card murmt bt  wed. 
Raatrictiona on the tabular funct ion are 
3.1.4 Li'sting of input carda 
3.1.4.1 Listing o I  flow f i e l d  input for ffrst iteration. 
3.1.4.2 L i ~ L i r r g  o f  ablator input based on f l r s t  itemt5on of flow fPeld . 
3.2 Output 
The output io axmotad such that Wher  dos.cri$t%on here La m&n&md.. 
!be output of the saapla cni3e, gkven iu Section 3.2.1, best illustarates 
the oukput, A l l  output ie of prlrlked T o n .  
3.2.1 Output of #ample case 
3.2.1.1 Ou;tpak of fLax f i e ld  program for first itemtion 
L B  ' K p 6 ~  - L) . 
In this4 B V ~ ,  the f b n t  row und:cr each iteration a h t o r c n t  reprcrenta 
the Ftta, i 1 1,2,3,4,5; the case s ta teamt  identifie6 e8ch odumn %n the 
r a i d n g  3 row. The neceeswy concordance of nonobvimm rebtPonsh$pn 
beween the woepar b n g s g a  a d  noatnchiture, r c a p e e t l v c ~ ,  foUawsl: 
l'he value8 for tables 1,2, and 3 were obbined f ' rom Figures 34, 37, and 36, 
reepectively, of Volume 1 of  this report ;  the e x t r a p l a t i o n e  used should 
not be considered final. 
No spectal operating inetructions are neccesary for execukion of e i ther  
program. All conrputer input (both programs and data) may c o n ~ l i s t  of punched 
cards. All output is of printed form. 
T y a l c a l  execution timea for tbe Untwc 1108 are 1 m$nl~te for the flow 
f i e ld  progmm and 10 seconds for the ablation program. 01kQut in es from 
the flow f l e ld  pmg- i s  about NPNIPc6 where NIMP 1. the bumber of'?*s used. 
Ou-1;puk f ~ o m  the ab la t ion  promam is sbouk 4. pages, 
5.1.1 Flow f i e l d  program 
4 
Flow diagrams fcllow for subro1ltfnes aevelp&h for the fZov f iead program -- 
ANALGY, H(OPX, SPECIE, VOIVKAR, FUNCT, and MOMENII. In ualng these, several 
pre-existimg packages are Further necceeary -- IIWB31, LAGIT, D U G I T ,  W E ,  
and TAB -- which are  described in References 3 and 4. (~UGET is a Fortran ;fV 
rewrite of subroutine WKDW of Reference 4,) 
In addition to rouibines developed under t ' d s  contract, aubroutfne A!NUGY 
calls IXl'EGl (a quad?rature rout%ne); subroutine PROPX calls IWIT (a 
T ~ n g ~  initergolation routine,  D U G 3 3  (the derivative of the  Iagrang&sn 
l n t e r p o h t l o n  f o ~ ) ,  and EMB (a double table lookup rauttne); subrou;tfne 
SGtECI1E c a l l s  INTEZ31 and LAGIT; subroutine VOITKAZl cedis 32?CEl; subrou*tne 
l?ilNCT c a l l s  LAGIT; and subroukine MOMERT cd1.s XHTEX31 and MQST. 
!he f161; f i e l d  program ia l i s t e d  in SectLen 7.1. 
5.1.1.1 Subroutine AKACGX 
ANAUY 
Interrogate 
y-pe of e n t r y  
4 
Set so lu t ion  Sor y = 0 , 
m 
Perfom Input rile-- --  
call PROFX to complete tnput] 
A 
1 
ica11PROPX to determine properties at this x 
7- I i 
Solve asymptotic momentum equation, + 
Solve asymptotic species equationl 
I 
Output asymptotic func tiofis 
1 
aluate parameters based on aolut ion of t"; 
Ibolve integral momentum equation 
h 




Print munrnary of functions of y , - 
5.1.1.2 Subroutine PROPX 
PROPX 
$ 
Define Tablea ,&(!C) and ~ ( h , ~  
I 
- 
Evaluate a11 properties def ined by this value of x b - ,  
I I 
- 1 
'Ccalcu~ate k c t i o n s  of  x along the  )*--(=) 
-1 
ed!ge of the boundary layer  and L conakruct, tablea 
,I P r i n t  all tiablea 
I 
5.1.1.3 Subroutine SPECIE 
Set trivial  ao&uti on 




for all values 
to find 
5.1.1.4 Subrout ine  V O W R  
' E v a l u a t e  t e differenc? o f  parameters k 
ut ym(old) and ym(new) 
1 
4- B~sIuate Ph for  p a function. ai ym *---------- 
5.1.1.5 Function FIMm 
/ H a 8  this, 
<intearand beerr-, 
evaluated PO0 
Asymptotic momentum equation REXVRN 
[ Call A'I(AU3I with error flag j 
-. 
I 
4 ~ e y n o l d a  number ~(7) 
5.1.1.6 Subroutine MOWKT 
not used ) 
1 I Calculate a, b, and (01 
1 
Generate i n i t i a l  L F l  
5.1.2 Ablator p r o m  
A Slow diagram of the ablator pro- MAXN foLLowe; a listing is 
4 iven in Section 7.2. !Ibis routine requires several pre-txisting pickages documented In RcRerences~ 3 and 4). Thest are LAGIT, D U G I T ,  and MSRW a rout ine  for 8olvlng N simultaneous linear equations). 
5 1 2 1 ABLATOR PROGRAM 
(I) E r ~ o m  - type I ;~put/outputl 
( 3 )  [ ~ c r f o r m  type III i n p u t / o u t p u t  ] 
B 
Bagin iteration loop 
r 
'Print functions,  




type of input 
6 .0  SAMPTX CASES 








0 . ~ 0 0 ~ 0  




0 . ~ 0 0 0 0  
0. OODOD 




D. 0 0 0 0 0  
0.00000 











O ,  OODOD 
0; OD000 
0.00030 
Sa@t case #l. Tionconvergent case ( h i g h %  202, Ststion 4, 612 aec) t m  m e  s 
+ + 
atcp size in ym m y  (Y,: 0, 1, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 
35, b, 45, 50). 








5.  u e l d - 0 3  
o. ldS0-OJ 























5 . 5 0 0 G  
0.0300: 
0.0.303 
U. L C O G  
".L3GO 
0.33CO 
il. t a c o  
O.OG00 
u. C O b U  
0. C G O G  
U. OCGD 
a. acou 
U .GO00  
lJ,OZOU 
w ~ c  case 8.  ~ o n m g c l l t  oaag r= a- c m c t i o n e  as s-e case fi., ucept  
step size h ym m y .  
PwPBWLENZ ~OUPJOA'RY LAYER AkJALySIs WITH COlr.PUST1CN AS 2591 
B P J ~ ~ G E A L  ~OCUTION OF VCEENTYH EQUATION 
IEIJERCY 4N0 SPEEIIE5 EQIJATIO!!S A P P s o x I ~ A T E D  BY REYNOLDS AFJALOGY 
- - 
. . 
~ L D G H T  5'03 STATiON 4 TIME 120 SEC 
w e  case #3. Convergent caee for input ident ical  to case #& except for step size * 
4 + i~ y- m y .  
m 
- 
I N T E G ~ ? ~ ~ ; -  Sf)L_LJ"I ' 2 " ~  OF ~ + ~ : . ' E ~ ! T I J ' ! - E ~ T T ~ ~ !  - 
EllERGY A:!3 S?CCIr5  r3lrATIGliS i.PPRPvl":,fEfi 2 Y  PEY~~OLOS A:-IALOGY 
FLIGHT S @ 1  s T P f i O t ~  u TI:-'E 121: sEC . - 
- - -  -x-- - - - - - -  ;IE(51 SErD I  REc3fCI C F / 2  ST/Cf /2  Q l n l  Y (hi)+ U[M1+ H ( COEF 3 P E  [ " )  -- - 
- .. 
w e  case &., Cmergent  case for inpat idesntfcal to case #3 except _iw 
4 
s t e p  size in ym smqy. 
SAMPLE CASE # 5 : Input of first 1terakI.on far flow fic3.d progrm 
(Combuo.tion routine no t  used)  
FLTGRT 7 P 7  q 7 A T I O N 5  1 , 7 1 5  
2 6 1 
1 * n  . 7.0 4 a 0  
1 4 . 0  16 0 1A.O 
78.0 '10 0 ?;? ,I7 
42.n 4 4 r (1 46.0 
n.112 n.05 n. 9 
n w o f l ? b ?  151ll0, 777R7. 
2 0 
( 1 ,  0 1,O 0 6 4 2  
2 . 5 6 7  0 . 9 7 4  3 708 
4 . 5 2 4 0 0 3  Qe.918000 5 5 1 3 7  
H a  9 8 3  0,685 1 0 0 7 6 7  
1 1 * 2 ? "  0 * 7 9 ?  l l  955 
'1 
b 
1 1  , on 5 7 5 .  2 ? , 0  
2 
o . n 0 . 0  Z O I O  
SAMPD CASE # 6 :  Znput of f i r s t  i t e r a t i on  f o r  ablator program 

#3, D u t p t  for skmple case 6 
ITERATION 1 CASF I [ X I  = I M 507 P , LnKn; T 6 t M DOT 5 , x 30T E I 
F 1.03132~1+01 - 9 . 9 0 9 9 0 0 1 - t ~ ~  0,bGOCOd'-IS 9.9997091-12 -4.2&2bQC3-D++ 
X 9.09999OG-10 ~ . O ~ D O D U O + U ~  E. @0060d3+C2 9.9993949-12 9.9959939-1 2 
OEL x -2 .0  032 194-06 9,~999nt~1+~5 2.933iZ2C+1- ~ , O O O L O U U  -5.5499475-0- 
X I  5-800~??9-1C 1.0000n00+Q6 k.C49999?+ G3 4,99Q5999-12 S.OacGD4Y-11 
ITERATION 2 CAST 1 ( X )  = f F GOT P r LPRDi r T t- r P Z C T  S .  '.; OGT C I 
F -1.7262693-01 -4.9987R97+05 -0.P55bD27-CU -i.7890929-0d -4.935776~-05 
X 7.5002459-f D 5 . 0 0 9 ~ 5 0 ~ + ~ 5  2.3249990+ C 3' 9.99%999-12 7,53,30Z4-12 
DELX 3.U70'3751-06 4,9&57965+~5 -1.334?005+i3 1.86~~655-US -1.7071030-02 









( X )  = I R U a T  P I LAGLlD T c t I: LOT-S  5 COT C I 
-2,5?59551+q5 -l.hSbtPQ7-rr 9.3442965-06 
7 , 4 7 3 4 4 3 2 * ~ 5  1, 657auti7+ D3 9.34U33h-06 
2.5295226+~5 - 5 . 7 3 2 ~ 5 5 ~ ~ 2  -9.0599127-06 
8,7367216*@5 1 O B Q Q P 1 2 * 0 3  2.8442462-07 
I X l  = ( M DOT P t LAVDP , T r r * t  LCS S r DOT C ) 
-1. 8aQbo4 6+05 -2.b235315-Pq 4.8lu369a-00 
B,lDSOR24+@5 1.371F240+C3 4.Pl43BlO-06 
1,8?Q9910+05 -2.8?14595+~2 1.2b81025-05 
?.osz~iq13+0.5 I . Q ~ S P T S ~ + ~ ~  I .  7495406-05 
I X )  = 1 M COT P F LP-r.lDf , T a , '-? T C T  5 j 
-I.O558013+r5 -5. Ct51f-7o-Ci 5.TdS771G-Ob 
X 
DELX 










X I  
cnsc 3 











1 ,  I bbhR71--03 
6 ,  ~ ~ U l . j 0 7 " - ~ ~ 5  
I .  ?31J061-03 
CASF 3 
- 0 .  57377Qq-nl 
1,1q909Zh-03 
2 ,  CAbe445-05 
1 .22'?0620-03 
CASE 3 
-? . ?0525:7-C1 





I ,?PC . :*$i iO-03 
7. nQjbPf  u-nb 
1 ?2i-a6093-03 
CASE 3 




( Y )  = ( 1.' PCT P r LOF'OA r T Y, t !! L O T  5 1 
R. P ? ~ ~ ~ O U T P ~  -7,7dllIdb-G5 2 . ! l 4 5 ~ 3 8 3 - G b  
P,27557i2+gq ?, 33472274 C3 2.063~957-06 
- 6 .  R 7 ~ i 8 3 0 2 + ~ 9  - 4 . 9 Y ? 1 5 4 2 + F l  -1.4cr~310-06 
7 . Y J ' W 2 1 9 + C l O  ? .7J'l r F L ) " ~  03 h .  2341473-07 
[ X I  = ( 1. ;i@T P r Lirt:T?~i r T .V , 1' LC11 5 I 
Y. 43793L4+04 -2 .p55Us32-05  1.326ulb7-06 
4.41n1571+1?4 7.  3~97r , l s+n3  1.3435302-Oa 
-a! ,4374 :L ' !  1q -;.s957n23+61 -1.0710'312-06 
7.41L1062.:...'0 2 .?d3iD4?+03 2 .71f  3?01-07 
( X I  = ( I4 CCT P r ihi+:Dfi  , T ,? t t.! ,nT 5 1 
2.21 F7164+n4 -1.P94Y939-C5 7,0161375-n7 
2.2104492rO4 ;. pYf>7933+fl3 ij. n7Fd40Z-97 
-2.218706d+04 - 3 .  ?2065JJ?+P1 -7.1155556-37 
7 ,aLR9b63D+00 3 .  ?8357~9+@3 9.61290qs-05 
( X I  = ( y*t LOT P I L A Y E A  r i r ! . .CCT 5 1 
1. I ?SJT~E,+ 04 - = . z ~ I ~ G ~ ~ - s u  Q .362~2bk-07 
1. i 1 nGQ51+Qq 7. T ~ O > P J ' I + ~ J  s.51Q&di-O7 
-1 ,1r~3545+nh - ~ . e i ' h ~ ~ o 7 + r ~  - Q . ~ ~ T + ~ G U - C ~  
?.40f>127?+ nc 2.7b3505 ++r.3 s. 1027771-29 
I X )  = ( '. !;rT I '  r Lb:IL'F t T n t '- ..?? 5 1 
5.51167a47+9.5 -u. 6. 1247nq-t'c 2,1YSTi"-lJ-,:7 
5.55417364 F 3  ?.Zbbr1rl i+r3 2.2On~hd0-07 
- 5 . 5 ~ 6 7 7 4 n 4  13 -?.3'14tr3h4+1j -1.777~b5l-1.>7 




















































1 . 7 2 S O 0 6 U - G U  
1,2263621-03 
CASE 3 








I .  2 2 n 3 ~ n  1 - 9 3  
( X j  = I i-' GOT P t LPb!DF , T 'ti r M GOT S 1 
6.93350064 o Z  -5.3d6e28n-C7 3.74831Bt-08 
7.0fl75037i02 2,2a391JS+P3 5.2723266-08 
-6,933474 2+02 - u .  1630Q93-01 -3.32EUZlo-09 
7,4 029u65+00 2.2834 9724 D 3  1.Qs0305D-08 
[ X I  = ( 2  LDT P r tA!.lDa ; i fi I W G 0 :  S I 
3 . 4 ~ 6 7 5 1 5 + ~ 2  -z.61esoai-07 2 . 0 8 ~ ~ 4 7 7 - u a  
3 . 5 ~ ~ ~ 7 f i 6 6 i - n 2  2.2037CSu+G3 2.6113159-63 
- 3 . ~ 5 ~ 7 3 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ?  - 2 . ~ 7 r ~ l d ~ - n l  -1.66ngnzs-58 
7.4026359+00 2,2d3h9d3+P3 1.95 04 129-E8 
[ X I  = I b: COT P LAI1DA I T a I 14 GOT 5 1 
1 . 73337h3+n2 - 1 , 2 8 0 5 6 ~ 5 - 0 7  1.25B0631-08 
1. P~73975+02 2 263h0184 03 2.76nd644-nb 
-1.7333697+q2 -1.17346649-01 -9.6862870-09 
7 ,Un277~7+00  2.2&3S9d3+C3 1.812r 337-96 
( X I  = I T-; LcT P , LAt.:OA I T k r M COT S I 
E3,666085@+nl -6. ~7~0121-0a 7,7472135-09 
~ . ~ n 7 1 ~ & 2 + 0 1  3.2035551+C3 2.296+5~1-08 
-a,bh65513+131 -5 162545z-02 -6,924uQ5q-09 
~ , Q O ~ ~ Q Y I + O J  2. ?a349a5+ 03 1,6044407-08 
( X I  = [ b: '.OT P t LI\,-!Dfi , T h t M COT S I 
4.3334440+03 -2.nb42251-DB ': 289~292-09 
5.0737005+Q1 Pr2835243+D3 l . Q 5 @ ~ 4 5 q - u E  
-4.3s3~7nt n l  -~,s785761-62 -z.a060206-09 
7.4n2755?+flt 2.2&34q05+83 1.5G%5Q.53-08 
[ X I  ( f - ' t O T  P r LA'-;DL , T H 1 M b C T  5 ) 
2.166722E+gl - l r4?f17d2-08 Z.397&6b-fl9 
2.9~16937@+0l 2. ?8-i5114+P3 1.7601u43-0b 
-2.1667141+51 -1.27@2$92-D2 -2.249~032-69 
7.bP27266+00 ?.2t33e9oi+C3 1.535rG4t-fl8 
I X )  = ( 1; ,OT P I tr.YDk r T ~1 r H L O T  5 1 
1.0R3361i?+g1 -6,7811925-09 1.2631571-GY 
1 . 8 ? 3 b 2 ~ F + O l  2 .  ?&350bC+C3 l .bY70942-CB 
-1.8933575+~1 -6.36364b6-03 -1,2104993-94 
7,40?7246+CO P.28349ui+C3 1.5265942-1b 
1 min A-r TONI 31 
IF 
( W )  = I I ' U O T ?  r Lbi-IDA r T k r $1 DOT 5 1 
2.7PP406P++oE -1.557tsr"-o9 3.33sg0~4-10 
1.0112118+01 2.28351C2 i 0 3  1.55Q7068-08 
-2. ine39ss+oo - 1 . 6 0 3 ~ 0 ~ 7 - 0 3  -3. r . 27~937 -10  
7.4n27220+0~ 2.28349a6+03 l.sz~q3rg-08 
( X I  ( 14 COT P r L k M O P  t T k r M DOT S 1 
6.7710233-01 -5.q92q597-10 9.579048b-11 
8.0750238+00 2.283S?90+03 1.53fl9133-08 
-6+7709°J6-0L - U .  12377571-04 -9.190b02?'11 
7 , ~ n 2 7 2 i k t g o  7.2a3~9a6+;3 1.521 7267-c8 
( X I  = ( X COT P r LCXCF t T 6 r M DOT S ) 
3,3!15512i-fil - J . 3 8 9 h 7 ~ 4 - 1  0 fiG9a519O0-11 
?.7Q12711+00 2.783Q?t34+03 1.526j240-08 
-3.3554?90-F1 '1.746filoO-04 '4.595~005-11 
7.~~27212+00 2.2d349d7+03 1.5217287-08 
7.0 PROGRAM LXSTmGS 
7.1 IIOU ReXd Program 

- 
- ,F@R A NIA~II C Y ANALGOO1 
8 ~ ~ B ~ ~ u l ~  ~ I N E  AiNtAtLGY ( JIENTER 1 ANALGOO2 
(C IINTEBIRA~L SOl;UiTIQN OF BOUNDARY LAYER B Y  ANALOGY ANALGO03 
C AIPP&IQA~B&E FOR FLAT PLATE WITH MASS TRANSPORT AT WALL ANALGO04 
C CONTRAIC NbAS 9-6288  ED D~EL C A S A L  P R I N C I P A L  TNV. I A N A L Y S I S )  ANALGOO5 
,c Dz-1$7078*1, A N A L G O 0 8  
C RJEF. -- AN AN,ALYBI,S OF THC TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER U S I N G  A ANALGO09 
C MoDFFI~CD MESING L E N G T H  EXPRESSION D2-23990-1 DEL C A S A L ,  A N A L G O 1 0  
,c NKOH 11965 ANALGOl l 8c A Y A t G D l 2  
'DEM~NIS I I@N H ~ A ~ D ( ~ ~ ) ~ H C O E F ( ~ ~ O ) ~ P T ( ~ O ~ I J U E T ~ ~ O ~ )  ANALGO 1 3  
COMMON GAM, RGAS,  GI XJ,  C S A A r  NLOOPU, D E T A I ,  A N A L G O 1 4  
il D C T A ~ I  UX, MXLPU, 9 XNMUt TAUTWXI PR, ANALGOI 5 
2 ~ P N U X ,  C TTEXr T I M E U ( ~ )  9 AKI  ERR*  AMOL ANALGO16 
COMMON1 /PROFI l& / E T A [ 1 0 0 , 0 ) t  U ( l L 0 0 0 ) ~  E T A Z ( 1 0 0 0 1 ,  U Z ( 1 0 0 0 ) , A N A L G 0 1 7  
$ T T E ~ ~ O ~ O O ) ,  E P N U I 1 Q i 3 0 l r  T A U C d I 1 O I ) O ) r  Wl(100019 ANALGO 1 8  
2 NETA,  NIETAZJ N Y ,  NYVF ANALGO19 
 GO^^^^^ / F U N , C T X /  Y Y P [ I ~ O ) *  R E M I ~ O O ) ~  REXIlOCIr C F Z I 1 0 0 ) r  ANALG020 
9 STCFZ ( I I T ] O  1 r T E T W ,  XM'E, ALPHA, P H I  9 YMPX, A N A L G O 2 1  
2 ' M M P i l 0 ~ 0 ) 9  ~ ~ 1 1 0 0 ) ~  X I  UMPX, T E 5  UEt ANALGO22 
PR~HOE* x,MU~I P ,  T DLNUlcr D L N ~ ~ U E ~  FZI V INF ,  ANALGO23 
~ ' R ~ E D ~ ~ O B ) ~  DLNRI SI  R E G E L ~ I ~ O ) ,  ~ ~ 2 ~ x 9  REDXX, ZE P.NALG024 
5 9 MW, XSTOP, RmHOWi QZ(100)r XMUW ANALGO25 
C ~ M M ~ N J I M ) A ~ S ~ / E T A C * A (  ~ 0 0 0 )  *W02( 1 ~ 0 0 )  c r J I S (  low) 9 A N A L G O 2 6  
J W C ( 1 Q O O ) ~ W P t ~ 6 f i 0 )  ~ ~ : I M ~ ~ O O ~ I I , ~ ~ T A ~ O ~ ~ @ E T A I M  ANALGO27 
C AN4LG028 
~ A T P  GAY'r RGAS, 6 ,  X J ,  XNMU, CP /I.!+, 1545 .9  12.9 778 . ,  .7, .25  / A N A L G O 2 9  
D A T A  A1MOL/29.9/ ANALGO30 
C ANALGO31 
GO T O  1 5 , 5 5 , 5 , 6 1 5 7 , 5 8 ) * ~ C ~ T E R  ANAlGfl32 
Q ANALG033 
5 CONTINUE A N A L G 0 3 4  
YMPIP l)l=O.O A N A L G C ~ ~  
14$lMPIIll=Oo0 ANALGO76 
~ R . ~ M I  1 I) '=O.O ANALGO37 
'REX (1 '1 =0'00 AN4LGO38 
CF2[11= l .E+38  ANAL6039 
TAVTWII ) = l a 0  ANALGO40 
X D (  l l = O e O  ANALGO41 
RED(l)rO.O ANAL6042 
IR.EOEL( 11=0.0 ANALGO43 
~HCOFF(lj~B. A N A L G 0 4 4  
OZtll~Oel9 ANALGO45 
M,S('kPU*ZT! ANALGO46 
E R m ~ = . O 1  ANAL6047 
C ANALGO48 
10 CONTINUlE ANALG049 
~ ( E ~ b t 5 r l O l  IHEA~D ANALGOSO 
lo1 F O R M ~ T ~ ~ ~ A ~ )  ANALGO51 
'RCAD(~,~~'~)NYMP*YPOUT ANALGO52 
1174 FORMAT(?I$I ANALGO53 
NYMP=NYMP+I ANALGO54 
R E A D I ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) ( Y M P ( ~ I , I = ~ ~ N Y M P )  ANALGO55 
i10 F O R M A T ~ ~ F I O ~ O I  A N A L 0 5 6  
C Alr!ALGO 5 7  
20 CONT INVE ANALGO58 
R ~ ~ A D ( ~ ~ ~ O ~ ) D E ~ A ~ ~ D E T A ~ ~ U X I A K , S A A ~ P R * S C ~ X S T O P  APICALGO59 
102 FBRMAT(BF1OcOI ANALGO6Q 
I I F ( D € T A E I I O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  ANALGO61 
21 CONTINUlE ANALGO62 
C ANALGO63 
CALL P R o P X ( ~ )  ANALGO64 
c ANALG065 
w R ~ T E ( 6 ~ 2 0 ~ 1  ANALGO65 
201 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ( 6 0 ~ ~  TURBULEPIT BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS WITH COMBUSTION AS ANALG067 
12591/408HG INTEGRAL SOLUTION O F  MOMENTUM EQUATION/63H ENERGY AND SANALG068  
Z P E C I E S  E Q U A T ~ C J N S  APPR3XIMATED BY REYNOLDS ANALOGY/ / )  ANALGO69 
2 0 2  F O R M A T ~ Z H O  1 2 4 6 1  ANALGOTO 
~ R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ O ~ ) H I E A D  ANALGO71 
C ANALGO72 
KSTOPY=Q ANALGO73 
N Y = 1  ANALG074 
X=O.O ANAL GO?^ 
30  CONT 1 NU'E ANALGO76 
N Y = N Y + l  ANPLG077  
c ANALGO78 
CALL PROPX (1 1 A N A L G O 7 9  
C ANAL6080  
YMPX=YM?(NYI ANALGO8 1 
$ $ g ( l j = j . o / ~ G f w  ANALGO82 
C AY4LG083 
CkLt MOMENT ANALGO84 
CAkL SP FC I E ANALGO85 
e ANALGO86 
I ! F ( Y P o & I ~ I ~ o * ~ o * ~ ~ ~  ANALGO87 
4@ CQNTINUIE A N A L G O 8 8  
REXA = ? ? ~ E x ( N Y + ~ I  ANALGOB9 
~ W ~ R I T ~ C ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ Y M P X , R E X R * X  ANALGO90 
205 F ~ U M A ~ ( ~ ~ ~ H I  DEPENDENT VARIABLE D I ~ T R I R U T I O N  FOR Y ! M I +  = 1PE12.5/ ANALGO91 
128H ASSUMED VALUE 6F R E ( X 1  IS  E12.5~10X t 5 H  X = €12.51 ANALGO92 
~RITE(br266) ANALGO93 
206 F Q U M A T I % ~ H O  ASSUMED PROPERTIES A T  T H I S  S T A ' T T O N )  ANALGO94 
W I R I T E I ' ~ * Z O ~ ) P  ~ T E v R J ~ ~ o ' E , x K ~ , u ~ ~ H E ~ Z E , X M U E  ANAL6095 
207 I F O U M A T ( E ~ M O  EDGE CON1DIf1GFV5/5X*2H P * 1 3 X , Z H  T~13X94H RHOr11XrSf-f MACANALGO96 
1 l i 9 1 0 X 1 2 M  Uw13X-ZH Hrl3X,ZH 2913X,3'H ~ U / 1 ~ 8 € 1 5 . 5 1  ANALGO97 
V R I ~ E [ ~ * ~ O ~ ) A ~ P H A , F Z  , T W , H W - R H O W P X M ~ W  ANALGO90 
ZOBl  F O R M A T Q E ~ H O  Li'ALL CONDITIONS/SXrbH ALPHAr9X*6H F ( O ) ~ ~ X * Z H  Tq13Xv ANALGO99 
124H H g l 3 X , 4 H  RHO*11X,3M MU/IPBE15.5) A N A L G l O O  
w ~ l i ~ t  6 ~ 2 9 9 l  4NALGlOl 
239 FQRMAT( ~ H , O / ~ H O  ETA 15X 1 5 H  U/UEr7X,5H T I T € *  ANALGlO2 
16X~9fd  T A U / ~ P I U W , ~ X P ~ H  EP /NU,7X*5M W 02*7Xr5M W I € *  ANALG103 
2 7 X ~ 4 H  W C v B X 9 4 H  W P-8Xr5H W IM, 8 X s 2 H  A / / )  ANALGlO4 
DO ks B=I,NETA ANALGIOS 
~ ~ ~ T ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ I ~ ~ T ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ T A ~ T W ~ ~ ~ ~ E P N U ~ I ~ ~  ANALG106 
I M Q ~ { I ) P W I E ( P ) , W C ( I I I W P ( I ) ~ W I M ( I ) ~ A [ I )  ANAtG107 
216 F o R M A T ~ F ? - 3 ~ 1 ~ 1 0 E 1 2 . 3 1  ANALGlOB 
&5 CON'? 11 NUE ANALG109 
W R ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ E M E U ~ ~ ~ & O O P U  ANALGllO 
211 ~ o R M A T C ~ ~ H O T ~ M ' ~  F O G  i H I S  INTEGRATION OF U --- 2 A 6 r 5 X q l 3 * 1 1 H  ITERATANALGlll 
1 I QNS I;Is A N A t G 1 1 2  
50 CONTJNU'E A N A L G 1 1 3  
,C Af4AL6114 
A~M AGR~YI. 000 P ANAL6115 
RMAGST=.OOOI A N A t C 1 ? 6  
kMAGRD=.0001 ANAtG117 
C A t l A L G l l 8  
C S O L ~ ~ I ~ N  OF REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS ANAL6119 
c SOLUTION OF RATIO OF STANTON NO. TO SKIN F R I C T I O N  C X F F I C I E N T  
c 
CALL I N T E ~ ~ ( O ~ O ~ ~ . O ~ H I A V A G R M , ~ , E R R , R E M X I H X I  
CALL I N T ~ G ~ ( O ~ O I I ~ O ~ H ~ ~ P A C S T ~ ~ ~ E R R ~ S T C F U ~ H X I  
CA&L I N T E G ~ ( ~ ~ O ~ I , O ~ H J A M A G R D ~ ~ ~ E R R ~ R E D X , H X )  
C 
UMP(NY)=UMPX 
REIN N Y )  =UMPX*YMPX%RFMX 
c F ~ ( N Y ) = ~ . O / U M ? X * * ~  
REDEL(NY)=UMP(NYI*YMPINY) 
RED INY )=REDEL( NY )+RFDX 
1 8 ' F I h ~ P H A ) 5 ' s p 5 2 r 5 1  
51 CQNTINU~C 
S T C F ~ I N ~ Y ) = A L P H ~ A / ( E X P ~ S T C F U ~ - ~ . G )  
GO TO 5 3  
52  CONTINUE 
STCF2(NY)= l *O/STCFU 
5 3  COFIT'INUiE 
GO TO 6 0  
C 
5 5  CONTINUE 
t-!YMP=NY- 1 
GO TO 5 9  
56 COiiif INWiE 
N v M P ~ N Y - 1  
GO T O  5 9  
57  CONTINUE 
GO TO 5 9  
5 8  CONTINUE 
59 CON1 INUE 




H C O E F ( N Y ~ = S T ~ F ~ ~ N Y ) * C F Z ( N Y I ~ R H O E * U E  
QZ(NY)=HCOEF[NY)*(ME-HW+UE**2/2~O/G/XJ) 
UET(NY)=U;IF 
P T f ~ ~ ] = P / 2 1 1 6 .  
c 
IFfSY-NYMP130p80~BO 




W m R I T ~ ( 6 * 2 2 0 1  ANAL6164 
220 F O R M A T ( ~ H O P ~ X I Z H  X r P X 9 6 H  REtXlr5Xs6H R E ( M ) ~ ~ X P ~ H F ( A T M ~ = ~ X , ~ H  U(EDGANALG165 
l E ) r 3 X * 5 ~  C F / 2 * 6 X * 8 H  ST/CFf2,3Xr5H Q ( d I * b X * 6 t - i  Y ( M 1 + , 5 X * d H  U t M l + r 5 X  ANALGl66 
2 ~ 8 H  H(CUEF)//II A N A t G l 6 7  
W R T T E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( X D I I ~ * R E X [ I ~ ~ R E M [ I ) ,  PT(1)rUET ( 1 1 9  ANALGl68 
~ C F ~ I I I ~ S T C F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q Z ~ I ~ ~ Y M P ~ I ~ ~ U M P ~ I ~ P H C O E F ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ P N Y M P ~  ANALG169 
225 F O R M A T ~ l P l l E 1 1 ~ 4 1  AYALG1'10 
GO T O  20 ANALG171 
END ANALG172 
= FOR PROPX PROPXOOl  
SUBROUTINE P R O P X ( K G 0 )  PROPXOO2 
C D ~ T E R M X N I E  CONDITTON AS A FUNCTION OF X PROPXQ03 
c PF?OPXO04 
,DIMENSION X X P ~ ~ O I ~ P X T ( ~ O ) ~ X X T W [ S O ) , T W X T ~ ~ ~ ) ,  PROPXOOS 
~ X X A L P ( ~ O ) ~ A ~ P X T ~ ~ ~ ) , X X T E ( ~ @ ) I T E X ~ ( ~ @ ~ ~ X X U E ( ~ O ) ~ C E X T ~ ~ O I ~  PROP OO6 
2 T M U f ( 5 O ~ ~ X ~ 4 U T ~ 5 O I ~ X X M U E ( 5 O ) , X M U F T ( 5 0 ) , X M U E L ( 5 O l v X L N U E T ~ 5 0 ) ~  PROPXOO? 
>XX,R ( 5 0  s ,XLNRT( 5 0 1 '  PROPXOOB 
bIMENSFON LT1~3lsMTT(16)rPHT[6)tTHPTI6*l61 PROPX009 
COMMON GAMr R G A S *  G *  XJt CPr SAAr NLOGPUr DETAlr P R O P X O l O  
1 !)ETA29 UXr MXLPU, HE. X N M U ~  TAUTWXr Put PROPXOIl 
2 EPNUX* S C *  T ~ E X I  T I M E U ( ~ I ~  AYr ERR- APOL PROPXO12 
COMMON ~ P U O F I L  ~ ~ ~ ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  U(1000jr ~ T ~ Z ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  UZ(1000)rPROPX013 
E TTE! 1000) 9 EPNU( 1 0 r J C )  9 T~UTW(1000)r Wlf1000)* PR0PX014 
2 NETAr NETAZr NYr NYPP PR3PXC15  
COMMON /FUNCTX/ Y M P [ l O G I *  REM(1OC)r REX(100)r CF2(100)9 PROPXOlb 
1 STCF2 ( 100 r TETW r XME 9 ALPHA r PHI 9 YF!PX 9 PROPX317  
2 U ~ P 1 1 0 0 ] *  X D ( ~ G O ) ~  X 7  UMpXr TE* U E I  Pf?OPxO 1 8  
~ I R ~ H O E .  XMUEo Pr TWS D L N U E ,  DLNMUE, ?Zt V I N F r  PROPX0 19 
4RED(1001, DLNR9 59 R E D E L ( ~ O ~ I ,  C F Z X X *  REDXXr ZE PROPXOZO 
5 9 HWs XSfOPr RHOWr o Z (  l O f l )  r XWUW PROPXO21 
C O M M C ~ ~ ~ A S S D / E ~ A C I A ~ ~ O ~ O ~ Y W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ I W I E ~ ~ ~ O O ~ *  PROPXG22 
~ w c ( ~ o o o ) * ~ P ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ w I ~ ~ ~ @ o ~ ) J R E T A o ~ * B E ~ A ~ ~  PROPX023 
C PROPX024 
~ ~ T ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) r ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) r ~ = 1 , 1 1 ) / 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 2 3 ~ - 6 r 2 0 ~ @ . ~ 0 ~ 9 ~ ~ - 6 r  PROPX025 
~ 4 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ 3 7 ~ - 6 * 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ 7 ~ E - 6 * 8 0 0 0 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 6 3 E - 6 ~  PROPX026 
~ 1 2 0 0 0 . ~ 3 . 1 ? E - 6 ~ 1 4 0 0 5 ~ ~ 3 ~ 5 8 f : - 5 ~ 1 6 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 3 ~ 7 6 E - 6 r ~ 8 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 4 7 E - 6 ~  PROPX027  
3200000mr2.35E-6/ PQOPX028 
C PROPXO29 
D A T A  (~Ti(l)r1=1r16) / 0.0 9 2000. 9 40CO. r 6000. 1 8@00. r PROPXO30 
1 10000. r 120GOe r 14G00. 9 16OOCo 9 18QgG, 9 200000 9 22000. 9 PROPX031 
2 240G0. 9 2608c. r 280COe 9 30C00. / PROPX032 
DATA (PHT(I)t1~1*61 / -00001 r a0001 9 *001 r -01 r .I r 1.0 / PROPX033 
DATA (THPT(l*I)rI=1,16)/ 0.0 r 3 9 3 3 .  9 63450 9 7 0 2 0 .  9 7362. 9 PROPXO34 
E 765C. 9 7866. 7 8172. r 9450. 11250. 9 1196er 12510. r 1287OoPROPXO35 
2 r 13140. t 13374. r 13500. PROPX03 6 
DATA tTH~PT(2~1)tI=lr161.' 0.0 r 4230. 9 6696. r 7506. r 7897. r PROPXo37 
1 8226. r 84916. r 8 8 6 5 .  7 9900. r 119520 r 12852. I.74100 Y 13842.PROPX038 
2 t 1 4 1 3 C e  , 14364. 9 14580. / PROPXQ39 
DATA ( T H P T ~ S ~ E ) ~ I = ~ ~ I ~ ) /  0.0 r 4554. t 7092. 61001 r 3595. 9 
1 8'955r r 9288 .  7 9 7 5 6 .  r 10530. t 12690. r 13896. + 1456Gr r 
2 15120. 9 15480. T 15840. 160746 / 
DATA ( T ; M ' P T ( ~ , ~ I * I = I T I ~ ) /  0.0 r 4905. T 7452. 9 8 8 2 0 .  r 9450. s 
1 9828 .  9 10206. e 10485. 9 11520. 9 13410. r 15030. 9 15930. 9 
2 16653, r 1710C. 9 1 7 6 4 0 ,  9 17910. / 
DATA (TkiPT(5,I)rI=I~10)/ 0.0 r 5328 ,  r 7830. 9 9 5 9 4 .  9 10386. 9 
1 18326. 9 1 1 4 3 0 .  r 11944. r 12708. 9 1 4 1 3 0 .  r 16056. 9 17370. r 
2 18270. 190180. r 1 9 6 2 0 .  , 19980. / 
DATA ( f ~ ~ T ! 6 r l l s 1 = l s l G ) /  0*0 r 5725. r 8271. r 10494, 9 11538. s 
1 12186. r 12780. 9 13446. v 14220.  9 15372. r 17280. 9 18900. 9 
2 2 0 0 7 8 .  r 2115G. 1 21870. T 2 2 6 8 0 r  
c 
BO T ' 3 ( 2 O r b O r 8 ~ C ! )  ~ K G O  
20 CONTINUE 
T F ( X - X C ) 3 0 * 3 2 ~ 3 2  
ao EDNTINU~F 
i 
CALL & A G ~ T ( X T X X T ~ * T E X T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , T E T ~ E R R ~  
~AILL, I ; A ' G I T ( X ~ X X U E T U I E X T P ~ ~ T ~ ~ U E ~ I E R R )  
CALL L A G I T ( X ~ X X M U ~ * X M U E T , ~ O ~ ~ ~ X M U ~ ~ I E R R ~  
CALL D L A G I T ( X ~ X X U ~ ~ X L N U E T I ~ O + ~ ~ D L N U E ~ ? E R R )  
EAlLL D L A G X ~ I X , X X H U E ~ X M U E L ~ ~ O * ~ * D L M U E * I E R R I  C A ~ L  D L A G I T ( X ~ X X R ~ X L N , R T * ~ ~ ~ ~ , B C N R P T E R R )  
c 
GQ TO 4@ 
32 CONTINUIE 
IlFt~~~134r34136 
34 ~ O N T I N M ' €  
NlXf = I 
C 
CALL L ~ ~ I T I X C ~ X X T E ~ T ~ X ? ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ I ~ E R R I  
CALL ~ L A G I T ~ X C V X X U ~ * U ~ ~ X T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ I E R R I  




B I , N R = O * O  
36 CONTENU'E 
40  CON^ I'N'UE 
c 
CAi&l; L A < Q F T ( X , X X P 9 P X T , N l P T r Z r P + I E R R )  
CArCt ~ A \ Q I T ( X ~ X X T W , T W X T ~ N T W T , ~ , T W ~ I E R R )  
C A L L  L A ~ ~ ~ T ( X , X X A L P ~ A L P X T , N A L P ~ Z , A L P H A ~  I E R R I  
CL:L ~ P S I T ( ~ W , T M U T ~ X M U T , ~ ~ + ~ I X Y U W I ~ E R R )  
1c 
XIMUW*XMU~W*G 
l ~ ~ ( T E - 6 0 Q n . C ) 4 4 , 4 4 + 4 6  
k 4  f ' E l . 0  
co To 48 
46 L F , = [ ~ . O I ~ " ~ ) / ~ O O ' * T ~  
&0 CON,T I NUIZ 
P=iPES*P*Z 114 0 0  
~ € = ~ l s  ~ U I E * * ~ / G ~ ~  J 
RHOIE=IP/RGAS/TE/ZE*AMOL 
D ' L I N U ~ ~ D I ~ N W ~ + X M U I ~ / R H O ' E  f L ' E  
~~L~NMU~~~D&MUE*X'MU'E/R'HOE/LLE 
ID~NR=D&NR*XYC?~I~ /RWOE/U IE  
;TETW=TE/$W 
X~~IIE=UE/SQRT i ZE*GAM+G*RGAS*TE/AMOL 
F Z =RLPlH@l /LIMB ( INIY 1 x-* 2 
~ R H O W - P / ~ R G A S / T W + ~ ~ O L  
= C'P *T  W 
c 
RGTURNI 
60 CO'NIT I N V E  
T URINi 




I R J ~ A ~ D (  4 9 1 Q 5  IP~ES,  M S , V I N F , X C ~ B E T A O ~ * B E T A I P ~  
105 IFORMAT t 8'~10*03 
WR1tEI6,15Ol1P'ESr HS,VINF 
& 5 0  l ~ O ~ ~ ~ t ~ ( 8 ~ ~ i  PES = 1P€20*7r;lOX,7H H E S  = E2O.7, 
E81M v I ~ F  = C20.7///1 
I R I ~ A I D ( ~ , ~ ~ O ) N I P T , [ X X P ( I I  l r ~ X T ( ' f  ) , I = ~ * N P T )  
~ ~ ~ A ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ o ) N T w T * ~ X X T M ~ I ) I T ~ J X T ~ ~ ) S I = ~ ~ N T ~ ' T ]  
READ(l5r  ~ ~ O ) # A I L P ,  ( X X E L P (  I 1 ~ A L P X T  ( 1 )  9 1=1 *blALP 






















PROP XI01  
P R O P X I 0 2  
P R O P X I 0 3  
P R 0 P x 1 0 4  
P R O P X I 0 5  




PRODXI  I 0  
PROPXlll 
PROPX 11 2 
PROPX113 
PROPXI14 







~ 6 0 ~ x 1 2 2  
PROPX123 
PROPX I 2 4  
PRC)PX125 
PROPX126 











































PROQX171  ~ ~ 0 ~ x 1 7 2  
P ~ O P X  173 
PR0PX174 
PROPX175 














 I F ~ R  J P ' I % ~ ~ I E  SPCIEOOl 
SUBROUT I INIZ SPEC I E SPCI E002 
C SQ,LUT TONI OF ~ P ' E C  1 E EQUAT I ON BY AN,A,L,06Y SPCZEO03 
C MODEL O F  COMPLETE COMBUSTION SPC IE004 
c SPC? €005 
COMMON C A M *  R C A S P  6 ,  XJw CP* S A A J  NLOOPU, D E T A ~ ~  SPCfEOO5 
C D E T A ~ ~  UXr MXCPU* H59 X N M U ,  T A U T W X ,  PR,  SPCIEO07 
2 EPNUX* SC? T t E x t  T I M E U ~ Z I  9 AK t E R R *  AMOL S P C I E 0 0 8  
COMMON IPROS~L E T A ( ~ Q O I O ) ~  U ( l C . O O ) ,  E T A Z ( ~ O O O I *  UZ(lOOO)~SPCIE009 
1 T f E l  ~ Q Q o  l r E P N U (  1005) r T A U T W I  1000 1 ,  k l  t 1000 ) SPCIEOIQ 
2 NETA* NETALP N Y .  N~YMP SPCIEQLI 
COMMON /FUNCTX/ Y M P t 1 0 0 1 ,  ~ E ~ ( 1 0 0 l t  REX(100)9 CFZt100lr SPCIE012 
P ST~F2(103)r T E ? W ~  XME, ALPHA* P H I ,  YMPXI  SPCf E013  
2lUM$(106I,r X D ( . 1 0 0 1 *  X *  UMBXt T E *  U E J  SPCIEOl4 
3iRHOEr X M U E ~  P P  T W *  DLNUE* DCNFlUEr F Z P  V I N F ,  SPCIEOlS 
412~131 ( 1 @089 * #@& NR $ 9  REBEL( 130) r CFZXXW R E D X X r  Z E  SPCIE016 
5 HW, XSTOP*  RHOWI QZt1001 r XMUW S P C l E O 1 7  
~ ~ M M o N ~ / ~ ~ A ~ s D / ~ ~ A c ~ A ~ ~ B o o ~ ~ w o ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ) ~ ~ I E ~ ~ o o o ~ ~  SPCIE018 
~ ~ W C ( I O ~ I Y ) ) P W P ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ) ~ W E M ( ~ ~ ~ O ~ ) ~ B E T A ~ ~ ~ B E T A I M  Sf'CIE019 
C SPClEO2O 
, ~ ! E T A ~ - E  . l ~ - ~ E ~ ~  T ~ M  SPCIEO21 
16lEf AP=BIET;AC+BE~AO~ SPCf €022  
W O , ~ I ~ ~ O I .  2 3  sPCIEO23 
WPEES r r  Q + W O ~ I ~  SPC1 €024 
C SPCIE025 
l l F 1 f Z l 1 0 , 1 6 * ~ 5  SPCIEOL'6 
10 QQNTI NUE SPCIEO21 
100 12 I=B.HE?A SPCIEO28 
w02 ( I ) 1=ua2~  SPCIEOZ~ 
W ~ F €  t i ) rhtd 6E SPCIEOSG 
WIP I 1 1 r O  .'O S P T ~ E O ~ ~  
'WC( I )=O.O SPCTE032 
W'lI  M I I 1 =,or 0 SPCIE033 
12 CONT INUIE SPCIE034 
RIETURMI SPCIEO35 
C SPCIFo36 
15 CONTINUE S P ~  . --337 
c 
G A ~ c ~  I;AGJIT( A X C  , A , E T A ~ N C T A + Z * E ~ A C ~  I E R ' R I  
C 
C E v ~ ~ u a r ' E  MASS FRACT 1 ONS 
IpQl 40 1=1 +~!E?A 
C 
A X = A  ( I 11 
c 
WIP'EII )~WIEE*EXIP(AX-A(NETA) ! 
' W U I ~ M I  I ) = l B l ~ f A E ~ * t  ~ . O - ~ X P ( A X + A [ N E T A ~  1 )
c 
PJ? ( ET ~4 1 1 - E ~ A C  30,30,32 
sc EONT rNlu;~15 
w.02 ( I l$=O. 0 
W C ( I ) = R E ? A C * ( I , Q = E X P ~ ~ A X * A X C ) ~  
~ W J P ~ T ) - B ~ E T A P * I ~ ~ ! . O + E X ~ P I ~ ( A I N I E T A I - A X C ~  1 l * E X P l A X - A X C I  
GO TO 3 5  
32 CON? I~N.UIE 
~ @ 2 ~ I l ~ ~ O 2 E * ~ E X P ~ A X i A ~ C l = - 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E x P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E T ~ ) - ~ X ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ )  
WC~I)=O.@ 
WPI I I ~ I ~ I ~ T & P + ~ E . O - ~ X P ( F X + A ~ N N ~ T A )  1 j 
3 5  ~ O N T  I NIUIE 
40 CONTINUF 
R E TU RJNI 
~ N D  
SPC IE040 
SPC IEO4l 
SPC f E042 
W C f  € 0 4 3  
S P T 1  E044 
SPCIE045 











SPC I E 0 5 7  
SPCIEO58 





SPC I E064 
SPCIE065 
S S C I E O ~ ~  
SPCT EU67 
SPCTE068 







S P C 1  EO46 
SPClEb77 
SPCTE??? 0 
SPC 1 E079 
- 
- FOR VONIKAR V N K A R O O l  
SUBROUT I NE VQN8KAR VNKARO02 
S ' Q L W T ~ ~ O N I  fiF V6lN YARMAN MOM€YTUM E13 V N K A R 0 0 3  
C VNKAROOG 
COMMON CAM*  RGASI 69 X J r  Cp, S A A ~  NCOOPUr DFTA] r v N ~ A P 0 0 5  
E D I $ ~ A ~ *  UX* MXtPUs H E ,  XNMUI TAUTWX, PR, V N T A R O O 6  
2 E P N W ' X ~  C T T E X *  TIMEU!ZI 9 A K ,  ERR, AMOL V N Y A R 0 0 7  
COMMON / P R O F N  / EPA[1000)r U(10001~ E T A Z ( 1 C O O ) ~  UL(IOCOl~VNKARUOf! 
4 .T?ElioOol, i P N U 1 1 0 0 0 ) *  T A U T W ( ~ C ! O O ) ~  W1(1000) r  VP!KAROOS 
1 N E B A S  N E T A Z *  NIY I N~YMP V N K A R O l B  
C6MMON /FWNCVX/ Y M P ( l O @ O ,  f ? i ? ~ ( l O @ ) +  REXI1OO)r C F Z f l O f l l  r V N K A R O l l  
1: LTC8F,? ( 100 1 9 T E T W  9 XME r ALPHA r PHI r YMPX t V N Y 4 R 0 l . 2  
t V M P ( l B 6 l ) r  X D ( 1 0 0 ) r  X q  UMPX, T € ,  U E ,  VNY 4 R O  I 
31RMOZ9 X M U E ~  F r  TWr DCNUE* DCNflUE* F Z *  V I N F ,  V N K A R 0 1 4  
~ R ~ E D  r I D ~ N U  9 S 9 R E X L  ( 100 1 r C F 2 X X  9 R E D X X  T 2E V N Y A R O ~ S  
'5 t W XSTOPr RWOWI Q m . ? ( l O O )  r XuUL! V N K A R O l b  
C V N K A R O 1 7  
I N R E X X X = ~ O  V N K A R O ~ ~  
N R E X X X = I O  V N Y A R 0 1 9  
I @ , R ~ E ~ X X =  [ R E D ~ N Y  I-RFD t ~ ~ - l I  /N IREXXX V K K A R 0 2 0  
I O ~ F ? X X = I ~ C ~ ~ ~ N ' Y  ) - c F ~  ( N Y - 1  ) / 'b$REXXX V N K 4 R 0 2 1  
R~~$D.x X R'E'D ( N Y - 1 ) V N K A R O 2 2  
Q F ~ X X - E I F ~  (NY-1' 1 VNKAR023 
c V N Y A R 0 2 4  
D R € M X = ( R E M ~ N ' Y ) + U E M ~ N Y - I ) ~ / N I @ E X X X  VNYfiR025 
I R ~ E M , ~ = R E M I I  NY-11 ) VNKARO26 
X = X D ( I N V ; ~  ) V N K A R 0 2 7  
RIExx~='~&Ex i f l l Y - I  1 VNKAR028 
bMRtRX=.OOC'L VNr4R1129 
t VNK4R070  
ID0 40 d l  ,NREXXX V N K A R 6 3 1  
I ~ ~ € ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ! E ~ ~ ~ + b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  VNICARn32 
C , F Z X X C I F Z X X + , @ C F ~ X X  VNKAR1133 
RIE M~,=JRIF MI. +DRtEM X VNKAR034 
E V N Y P - R ~ ? ~  
CALL PROPX I 1 1 VNKARC136 
c V N K 4 R n 7 7  
CAILL I N T E G ~ ( R E M ~ * R E M ~ P H ~ A M A G R X * ~ * F R R I R E X X X I H X ~  
C 
R E M ~ = R € ' M ~  
R l E X X Z = R E X X 2 + R ' F X X X  
X=XMUE/f?HnE/UE*RFXXX+X 
~ F ( X S T O P - X I ? O I ~ ~ I ~ ~  
30  CONT 1 NUF 
~NIY MP =hlrY - 1 
GO T O  50  
3'5 CONTINUlE 
40 CONTINU~E 
R4EX { NY 1 = ,REXX% 
XJD(htY ) = X  
50 CONT I YlUlF 
IRFTUR~N 
END 
- FOR SU.N~T F U H C T O O ~  
FUNCTION FUNCT~VIN IMI  FUNCTO02 
t? FUNCT 003 
COMMON CAM* RGAS, Gr XJIV CP, S A A ~  ,UtOOPU* D E f A l r  F U N C T O O ~  
E ~ ~ 7 ~ 2 9  UXv MX-tPU* H E  XNMUe TAUTWX,  PRr F U N C T O O ~  
2 EPNUX, 5C5 T T ~ x ,  TIMEU(Z)* AKI  ERR.  AMOL f UMCT006 
COMMONI / v ~ ( j F ~ t ,  / E T A I Z O O C ~ ,  U(1OOO)r E T A Z I ~ ~ O O ) ,  U Z ( ~ O O O ) * F U N C T O O ~  
E TTEt10(001*  EPNUI1OCG)r T A U T W I I F 0 0 1 ~  W1f1000) t  FUNCTOOB 
2 NET49 NETAZr N Y 5  N'YIWP FUPICTOQ9 
QOMMONt /FUNCTX/ Y r l P ( l O % )  P ~ c Y ( 1 0 0  1 r R E X (  1001 CF2( 1001 r fU~Cf010 
1 s T c F ~  ( 1 0 0 )  9 TETN, X M E ,  ALPHA* PHI  YMPX,  F U N C T O I ~  
2 1 U M P ( 1 0 0 l ~  X D ( l O l ) ) r  X .  1JYPXr f E 9  UEr F U N C T O ~  2
3 . ~ ~ 0 c v  XMUE, P *  Th', DLNUE* DtNMUEr F Z v  VINFr  FUNf TO15 
4 0 t BLNR* Sr REDELI 100 1 r C F 2 X X r  REDXX* ZE  F U N C T O ~ ~  
5 v HWI XSTOP*  RHOW* QZ(L001 r XMUW FUNCTOES 
C F U ~ c T 0 1 6  
P~(~)90,90,1 FUNCTOi7  
1 CONTINUE FUNCTOlB 
I F ( N S A V E - N ) ~ P ~ * ?  FUNCTOI9 
2 CONTINUE FLINtT020 
NSbAVcE=N FUNCTO21 
~ ' s i ; ~ p - l  Fl!NCTO22 
NUSAVtB FUHCTOZ3 
Go %O 4 FUNCT 024 
3 CONTI NU€ FUUCTOZ~ 
NSTEP=NSTEP+E FUNCTOZ6 
If I ~ S T E ~ P - 5 0 0 0 1 4 r 4 * 9 5  FUNCTQ27 
4 CONTINWE f UNCT628 
c F U N C ~ O ~ ~  
GO TOt10r2O*3'0~40~5O,dO!,~ FUNCf 030 
C F U N C T 0 3  1 
10 CONTINUE FUNCTO3 2 
C INTFGRbND OF D'EG€NERATE MOMENTUM FQ. FUNCT033 
C FUNCT034 
CALL L A G I T ( V ~ N ~ E T A Z ~ U Z ~ N E T A Z ~ ~ ~ U ~ * I E R R )  FUNCTO55 
I: FUNCT036 
T T E X = ( ~ . Q - U ~ ) + ~ ~ . O / ~ ~ T W + U ~ * ~ G A M ~ ~ . O ~ ~ ; Z . O ~ X M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + U ~  f U ~ T 6 3 7  
I F ~ T T E X * T E - B 0 6 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 6  FUNCT038 
15 Z=3rb  FUNCT039 
GG TO l? FUNCf 040 




~ A U ~ W X = ~ + O ~ V I N + ~ A L P H A ~ * ~ U ~ ~ V I N ~  
T A ~ T W X = A M A X ~ ~ . O B O O ~ ~ T A U T W X ~  
FZ=TAUT W X ~ P H ~ W U  
F P = A M A X ~ I F I ~ O , O )  
F2=~2.Q*VfN+YMPX*AK*(1.0-EXPt~PHI*VIN~1)**2 
~ 3 - 1  . o + F ~ * F ~ * P H  IRMO/PHIMU 






C INTEGRANO OF REYNOLDS NO. BASED ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS 
C 
CALL L A G I T ( V I N ~ E T A  r U  ,NETA ,2,U1*IERR) 
c 
T T E X = ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) * ~ ~ . O / T E T W + U ~ * ( G A M - ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ O * X M E * * ~ ) + U ~  
TF(TTEX*TE-6000.3125,25,26 
25 Z=1.0 








C INTEGRANB OF STANTON NO. / S K I N  F R I C T I O N  COEFFICIENT 
C 
CALL ~ A C I T ( V I N I U ~ ~ P N U I N E T A I ~ ~ E P N U X ~ F E R R )  
C 
PRSTR=P~*~I.O+EPNUX)/(~~O+PR*EPNUXI 
IF (A 'LPHAl32 ,34r32  
32  CONTINUE 



































f U ~ C T 0 7 4  
FbNCT075 





3 4  CONTINUE FUNCTOBI 
FUNCT =P,RSf R**. 666 F U ~ c T 0 8 2  
RETURN, FUNCT083 
C FUNCT084 
40 CONTINUE FUNCTO85 
C TNTEGRAND OF  SPECIES EQUATION FUNCT086 
C FUNCTO87 
CALL LAGXT(VIN~U,EPNU,NETA~Z*EPNUX~IERR) FUNCTOB8 
CALL L A G I T ( V I N * U ~ E T A ~ N E T A * ~ , E T A U Y * I E R ~ I  FUNCT089 




RETURN f UNCTn94 
50 CONTINUE FUNCTO95 
S=REBXX/VIN FUNCTO96 
F ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ O / I F Z + C F ~ X X - V I N * I ~ ~ ~ O + S ) * D L N U E + D L N M U E + D L N R ) )  FUNCT097 
F U N G T = A B S ( F ~ ~ I I  1 FUHCT09 8 
R~ETuAN FUNCTQ99 
60 CONTINUE FUNCTlOO 
C FUNCTlC1 
C.3LL L A G I T ( V I N I E T A  r U  rNETA P ~ , U I * I € R R I  FUNCTlG2 
C FUNCT103 
T T ~ X = ~ ~ . O - U P ) + I ~ . O / T E T W + U ~ * ~ G A M - ~ . O ) / ~ , ~ * X M E * * ~ ) + U ~  FUNCT104 
I F ( T T E X + T E - ~ 0 G O m 0 ) 6 5 ~ 6 5 ~ 1 . S  f=VfiCTIOS 
65 Z=l FUNCT106 
GQ TO 63 FUNCTlOT 
66 Z = ~ ~ r 0 1 E - 3 ) / Q . 0 + ~ ~ ~ ~ * f ~  FUNCTlOB 
67 CONTINUE FUtYCTlCI9 




90 CONTINUE FIJNCT 114 
W R I T E , ( ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~  FUNCTI 1 5  
200 F @ R M A T ( I H ~ * ~ ( ~ H  ***+** 1/21HO ERROR IN QUADRATURE) FUNCT 116 
W R I T E ~ & , ~ ~ ~ ) N I S A V E ~ V T N  FUNCT 2 17 
201 F O R M A T ( ~ ~ H O  SUSPECTED VALUE OF QUADRATURE BETWEEN PREVIOUS VALUES F U ~ C f l l 8  
10F THE lNTEGRATION V A R I A B L E  TS ZER0/6HO N = ?2*1PX*2?H VARIABLE OFFUNCTl19 
2 INTEGRATION = 1PE22.51 FUNCTI 20 
WRlT€16,209) FUbICT121 
'H'~RPTE( 6 ~ ~ ~ O ) C E T A Z I I ) ~ U Z ( I ) , ~ T E ~ I ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~ T A U T W ~ ) ~ E P N U ~ I ) ~  rUNCT122 
II=~,NETAZ) FUNCT123 
299 F O R M A T ( ~ H O ~ ~ H O J ~ X * ~ H  l E f A 9 9 X 1 5 H  U/UE,gXq5H T / T E s 9 X , 5 H  W(l)r5X, F U ~ c T 1 2 4  
19H TAU/TRUW- 8Xq6H E P / N ~ / / I  ~ U f l C T 1 2 5  
210 FQRbtAT(F10-491PBE14.5k FuNCTI 26 
4 FUNCT127 
CALL AN,ALGY (2) FUNCT128 
C F U N C ' i l 2 9  
9 5  CONTINUE FUNCT130 
~ ls$Ep=o FUNCf 131  
f f t ~ - 1 ) 9 6 , 9 7 , 9 6  FUNCT132 
96 CONT~NUIE F U N C T l 3 3  
~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 6 ~ 2 0 0 ~  FUNCTT 34 
W m R I f E 1 6 ~ Z 0 5 1 N * V I N  FUNCT 135 
205 F O R M A T I ~ O H O  THIS QUADRATURE EXCEEDED 5009 EVALUATIONS O f  THE I N T E G F U N C T ~ ~ ~  
lRAlND/6HO N = I2rlOX127H VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION = 1PE12.5i F U ~ c T 1 3 7  
~ ~ 1 ~ 6 ( 6 , 2 0 9 )  FUNCT138 
W I R I T E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( ~ T A ~ ( I } Z U ~ ( I ) , T T ~ ~ ~ ) ~ W ~ ( ~ ] * T ~ U T ~ ~ ~ ) Z E P ~ ~ U ~ ~ ) ,  ~ U ~ c T 1 3 9  
1 llS1 ~ N F T A Z  j FUNCTl40 
C F t t N C T l 4 1  
CAILL AlNtPCGY ( 3 ) FUNCT142 
C FUNCf 143 
97 CONTI NU~E FuNCT 344 
IFtNUSAV-NLOOPU)98*96,98 FUNCT145 
98 CONTINUE FUNCT146 
N U S A V = N L ~ ~ O ~ U  FUNCT147 
G6 TO 10 FUNCT 148 
END FUNCT149 
FOR M~~MIEIN f M O P N T O O ~  
SU~ROUI$  t1NE MOMENT MOMNTOb2 
FNIT EGRAL S O I U I T  I O N  OF MOMENTUM €OUAT ION MOMNTO03 
EQ. 5 1  OF D2-1,13078-1 EQ. 3 1  OF 02-27990-1 MOMNTOO4 
EQm 7 @IF GlLL AND SCHER -- M O D I F I C A T I O N  OF VOMENTUM TRANSPORT MOMNTOOS 
REYNOClDS ANALOGY USED FOR ENERGY DI STR I R U T  I O N  WOMNTOOS 
~ 0 M N T 0 0 7  
COMMON GAM, RGAS,  G J  X J J  CP, S A A *  NLOOPU* D E T A l r  MOMNTOOP 
8 DETA;!, UlXr MXLpU+ ME, XNMUr T A U T W X .  PR* ~ 0 M N T 0 0 9  
2 ~ P N U X ,  SCr T T E x ~  T I M E U ( 2 l r  A K I  E R R ,  A M 0 1  WOFINTOLO 
COMMON / P R ~ ~ F I c  / f T ~ ( 1 0 0 1 Q ) ,  U ( 1 0 0 0 ) ,  E T A Z l 1 0 0 0 1 r  U Z ( 1 0 0 0 ) q ~ O ~ N f 0 1 1  
E T T F I I O m O I T ) r  E P N U ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  T A U T ! J ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  W l I l O G O l r  M O H N T O ~ ~  
2 NETA, NETAZ,  N Y *  NYMP MOMNTb13 
COMMON /FUNCTX/ Y M P ( 1 0 0 1 r  R E v ( ~ O O ) *  ~ F X t 1 0 0 ) r  C F 2 ( 1 0 0 ) *  M O M N T O L ~  
9 S ~ C F ~  b 'UO) l r T E T W *  XME, ALPHA. PHI . Y M P X *  MOMN'TOI 5 
I I U M P I I Q O l ~ e  X I D ~ ~ O O ]  X r  UMPX, f c ,  CJEr MOMNTO 3 6  
3rRlHOEr XMUE, P ,  TWt DLNUEJ DLNMUE* FZ, V I N F t  MOMNTOI 7 
~ R J E D ( ~ ~ ~ @ I  r O!&'NIRZ 59  R E D E L [  100) r C F 2 X X r  REDXX, ZE M O M N T O ~ B  
5 H~W I X Z ~ D P ,  RHOW, OZ( 1 0 0 1  t XMUW MOMNTQI 9 
DATA S B B , S Q O . ~ B B / ~ ~ . O ~ O . ~ O /  YOMNTOZO 
~ 0 M N T 0 2 1  
CA,LL cmt? f 'l MOMNTO22 
MOMNTOZS 
~t 1 1 =Os,O w O ~ ~ T 0 2 4  
I )=o.o ~ O ~ N f 0 2 5  
ALPWMP%ALPHA/~~MP(NY;I) M O Y K T U ~ ~  
I F I A L P ~ J M P ) ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  MOUNT027 
CON? I NUIF +. MOUNT028 
S B ~ ~ = S ' ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ O + P ~ + + . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * X M ~ + * ~ + ~ G A M - ~ ~ ~ ' ) / ~ . O I / T E T W * * S Q Q ~ * * N B B  MOMNT029 
GO TO 14 YOMNT030  
CONT I NU€ ~ O u N T 0 3 2  
SIR 1 = S'BB YOWNTfl'32 
cski  I'NUIE YOFNT033 
B A ~ A l = S ~ A ~ A + ( l . O + ( G A M - l ~ 0 1 / 2 ~ O * X M E * * 2 ) * * O m 1 2 5  MOYNTO34 
, P H I = ( Y M P X - S A A ~ I / S R R ~  MOMNTO35 
I P ~ H I A V ~ A X I  ( P ~ B ~ I P H I  ) MOMNT036 
~ ~ F ( N Y - ? )  1 5 r 1 5 r 2 2  MOMNTOt7  

I ~ ~ F ( U X X - U ~ ~  I 1 1 5 n r 5 n 9 5 5  
'5 0 C1On~T I NbJlE j ~ E ~ ~ = r ) ' h ~ ~ ~  
5 5 ~ N T  I NUIE 
JIIF(KST~OPU )bO'rb@t70 
6 0  CONTINU\€ 
W I R T T E O ~ , ~ S O )  
250 FORMNAP (&H ERR'nR 1 
'C 
70 CQNT I 'YWIE 
C 
U M P X = ~ . O + Y M P X * U I N E T A )  
KI%R.RU=OI  
,c 
'DO '74 1=2rNETA 
c 
CALL ~ A G I T ( E % A F ~  ) ~ E ' I ; A Z ~ U Z ~ N I ~ T A Z J ~ ~ U Z X ~ I E R R ~  
.- 
L 
IMI( I =;?.~O1*~u~x~li l  [ I ) IUMPX 
AIR'ERR=A,BS ( (Up6 11 I-UZX I / U (  I 1 1 
!116{ P:R'E~RR=.OOP 1 1 7 4 9 7 2  9 7 2  
72 CONT I~NUIE 
KIFR  uwy E R u?+ $ 
74 CONT ZINU'E 
,c 
loo 76 ~ - ~ ~ N I E $ A  
L!z(l ) x A M A X 1 ( g (  I I1O.B) 
U E ( E I = A ~ M I N I ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~  1 1  ,1.0) 
/El AZ ( P I =ETA'(l I 1 
7 6  CONTPN,U16 
NETAZ=INIET h 
~ F ~ Y E R R U ) ~ @ , R O ~ ~ R  
78 C O N T ~ ' W ~ ~ ~  
~ F I : N & O ~ P ~ J - M X L P U )  3 0 s ~ 0 9 7 9  
7 9  CONTINUE 
870 ICON? IllNUJE 
C 




~ ' u , ~ R o U ~ I ~ N ~  I N T  E G  I X L * X U * H I A ~ A . S ~ N ~ E R R * A N S I E X  
C FORTRAN f V  R O U T I N E  Tf? EVALUPTE ~ O U P L F  I ~ ~ T F G R A L  
C RIEOUIRES FUNCTION SUPPRDG99hA WS I T T F t !  R Y  UcsD 
c SPEC I F I ~ C A T  ICN S T K N T S  
eCGrcnL s w c ~ x  
C RESET O'ViWFtO'hr AND DIVIDE CH'ECK I t \ ! n I r n T p D c  
CA'LL n4VERFL ( 1 )  
CAlLL W C H Y  ( I 1' 
C 'ENSURE C O N S I S T E N C Y  n F  I N ~ U T  D A T A  
I F (  XU *FfJ. XL 1 GP TO 132 
XILA = A V B N T (  XUIXL 1 
XUIA * A N A X 1  ( YLJ9XL  ) 
\llF( H' .LF. 0.0 I M = 0.25 9 ( xuln X L P  I 
Il'F ( 4v'AG .El)* Q.9 1 GO TO I Pl 
I \ F (  ERJR .LT. n . o p ~ r r l ,  E R R  = n.onnn01 
60 TT! 200 
3 0 2  ANIS 3.0 
RFTIIPht 
t WHlFI\! 9MAG = 0 SET b! = -1 AS P. S I G N A L ,  PFTI!Q~~ r l l i r r c C T L Y  
C TO CAmLk 6EIC P F ' Q G ~ A ~ ~ ~ ,  
$01  I N & = -  I
RciURk! 
C COMPUTE CONSTAKTS FOR L A T E R  U S E  
2 0 0  C V 4 6  C-0003 * A B c (  AMAG 1 
IRE R R = f . / FIR R 
@ X  = H 
C X ,L I N'F 
4 0 0  AN5 = 0.C 
X A  = Y ' L P  
T P  = lFClhl'CT( X 4 r  Y ) 
qWCHX = . F ~ L ~ F .  
Gr! T q  4 0 1  
C RETUR'V F k l \ ' ~  P ~ T  In3 C Y C L E  REJECTFD. 
4 DX 5 H4 
Slq!C!jX = . F P L S ' .  
t b  Tn 4G1 
C sTE" FOlA NEW PASS, FIFTH O D ! 7 I Y I \ T F  1.5 hrn!t1 F I D 5 T .  
407 X A  = X R  
T A  = TB 
401  X I  = X 4  + DX 
X ?  = X I !  + r'x 
X ?  X 7  + clx 
XIE = Y ?  -t DX 
TIE<T FOP FVD X I ~ ~ T F P v A L  
11?(  X Q  - X Q A  ] , 4 C 5  ,$"t ,b.r3 
IIIF QVER S T F D P I  h ! ~ :  Ehln ,  AT. JIIST 
mx = 0.7~ * ( XUA - x n  1 
X E  = X 4  + D X  
X2 = X 3  + DX 
xf i  - x i  + O X  
XB = XU!A 
, t ,WFHX = .TRUlF, 
T ~ M I P ' @ R ~ R V  STOPFEF S ~ V F  P F ~ [ ? ~ G [ J T ~ $ ~ G  FUbtfT 
? Ft~ir \ l r~(  x 7 , h! )I 
$f3 ; F'LflMc T (' X 9 h: )I 
~ Q A E ~ F  p ~ f  F ~ V F E C P P O X T ~ A T T ~ ~ ! ~ ,  
9 $  = Qm616666657 * PX ( T A  + 4.0*72 + T P  I 
S 2  5 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  * PX+1 T A  + 4.C!*Fbh!tTTIX]9 Y I  + 2.O*T.7 
T + ~ . ~ ~ * F u F ! ' c T { x ? ,  V I + TE 1 
nEc. s = 52  = 51 
FORM TlF5t p ~ t r n  
8 P A T I 0  (RE49 5 f i S S ( D f L  5 )  1 / A ~ f i A X l [ A f 3 5 I . ~ . 7 ) c  rs.4PG ) 
H f  = O X  
R A T I O  T E S T  
I T I F (  R A T ~ I I ~  - 1." 1537 9'01 9 5 0 1  
III?( R A T I O  + n.c; ) ~ 0 4 , ~ n 1 , 5 . . ) 2  
alF( R A T I O  m r t l  )F i r )694"69475 
RIEJEcT CYCLF, R T 9 N C F  T g  X C f Y E  00 Y 5 T 2 I P .  
H T  q , f i c ~ ~ h f i ~ i  3 UT 
00 T 5  4 2 2  
ACCEPT CYCLE,, pEAP!Ck! TO X LTh!?  9 R  Y S T P  I P  
HT = @ a 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 7  * HT 
GO To 41)6 
~7 = 1.5 3 HT 
PEc!J~A? X L I Y F  
FIX = h V I b { ?  ( HT,r*Y 
n y  = HT 
p.57 e > r T r 3 5 R n ~ . ? ~ E C  V A ~ ~ I F  T n  D n " T l n ~  C I I W *  
A N 5  = A.nlc + $7 + q ~ ~ 6 6 b h 6 A ~ ~ ~  * EEL 
CtJECY SI.lrk!X I F  DCNF9 I F  NO'T ' V A K ~  Ahl?T!.JEP P,%SY 
I F  I SWCHX 1 R C T C p ~  
60 TO 4 C ' i  
E I\!D 
SU3P?L!TlA1E ~ 4 G I T i X " i ~ n , X , V , V , 3 ! ~ , Y R . I \ R ~  1 ' 1 1  L ;!c T ~ Q  1 
C ~ & G ~ ? A N C E  I ' ITFRPOLAT 1°F F 3 Y T  Ih! '  3 Y  n. a a L i T r o ,  I I b ! I V A f  cYcTFsbt '  D ~ O ~ ~ A ~ ~ T ~ Y L P ~ ~  T 0 0 2  
C ING. L A C  1 Tnn7 
P I ' J F Y S I F P '  X I ? )  Y Y ( U I  L ~ G  I T n O r .  
8LOGTC"L c:;' L"GITg9" 
I ~ ~ F ( ~ ~ P . L T . ~ I  17"Tn 7 r 2 r  L A F T T O E I O  
C B E S T  ' F ~ R  ~5,213 !PI F ? P . P ~ C : ~  L f i G i T n 9 7  
'11 0 F ~ 2 . 5  r T C D F  
I F I C X S ~ R - X ( N I )  4% & t 5 r 9 p q r  L f i f i l T P O c  
4 5  Y P A P = Y  ( ) ~ . l ~ ! l n l ?  
,P'E T!J R h! L i ? G I T r \ l l  
&I: I F ( X ~ A ~ = X ( ~ ~  )I B ~ l n ~ c ~ ~ ~ n  L f i G I T ? 1 7  
9810 I Q . = N ~  LdGTTOl? 
60mT0 3 0 2  L P ' - I T 3 1 4  
900C I , o f ~ p  L A C  1 T n l :  
G O T 0  3 0 5  L A G I T 0 1 6  
F I F ! ~  1 = 7 ~ ; % j  ."F. N !-".ZTTn!? 
5P 1 = 2  L"T  1 T n 1  P 
J = I L ~ G I T ~ ~  
7 0  r F ( h ! ~ [ )  C G , K ~ , ~ P  LA';! Tn7P 
60  I - I c l  Lfii=T7CI21 
J J)+ : LaGITO22 
GOTQ 3!? L4GT T O 2 7  
C SF? UP ~ Q R  Q I ~ A P Y  SFAP'H L f i G T f o 7 4  
5 F I = J / ?  L a G r T n ? c  
KSI L. 'T.TTP.?h 
C B I W A R Y  S % A R C H  FOP x (  1 ] r.:'r? x n n p  L A G I  
J1=2 L L G l  Tn?F 
S C  K = Y  / ?  L A G  I Tn7Q 
I F ( X ~ A R = X ( I I  1 1 7 ~ + l r c , 1 1 7  L ~ G I  T ~ ? P  
ltCn VEAlh = Y I T l L A G  I i n 7  1 
RETURF\' L.\C! Tn= .z  
u n  T = I + Y  l - l ~ ~ !  T p 3  3 
1 I F (  t *L" .h! )  r,njn15n L f i ' r T n T ~ ;  
G K / 7  A F I T n Q G  
I =  I - U  T n 2 h  
JI=JI+I ~ a G I f n 7 7  
GoTo 115 L C T - !  T n 2 P  
1 2 0  B=l+K L ~ T , :  T n 2 c  
150 Jl= J 1 + 3  L f i G I  Tr)r;n 
IFIJI-J) ~ " ~ ~ 1 ~ 7 ~ 0  ~ f i r ; ! T i ? L l  
200  X I M C =  X F A F - X ( I 1  ~ " 6 1  T n h ?  
I P l = I + I  LAC.  I TOLL? 
P F { X I k i C )  725slOfi921T L F G I  T n 4 4  
c X I I )  S H ~ L L  3~ LESS TEA?! X O F R  LAG I T O l + 5  
220 I=I-1 L A G 1  T O 4 6  
GOT- 'rn ~ n r -  T T ~ L ?  
n n  I E V =  ~ v 7  1 f i ~  1 T ~ / I F  
l F ( h ! P - J C V * , 7 )  ? Q 0 9 7 ? f ~ p 9 ? ' n  L ~ C  1 Tnfi c 
230 l I F t X (  I P l  ) - X S A R . t T . X l r ! C )  G n T n 7 f h O  L"GITOSO 
IPl=I LPqIT953 
240 J=IPl-IEV L " 5 T T g F . 2  
I F I J a L E a O l  GOT0302 L.251 T Q 5 2  
SW=.FALSF* L A G ! ~ ~ ~ L  
G O T 0 3 1 0  ~ r l r - 1  ~ p s ~  
C SET FOR FXTP4POLptTE L L E I  T ~ = F .  
3 0 2  J= l  LACtTTnql 
SW=.TRUC. L b c l  T Q G F  
710  J 1 = J + q 1 P - I  L A G I  TnC.n 
r F (  JI . L E * M I G O T 0 7 a P  ~ n r :  1 TnG". 
I F  (SPJ) G O T 3 9 C Z C  ~ n r - 1  Tn61 
C E X T R A P O L A T E  2 2  4DJUST P O I N T S  L A G 1  TO52 
335 J E M - Y P + 1  L f i G I  T O 6 2  
I F (  J . ~ F . ~ ) G ~ T ~ " ~ # ? ' ~  L L T - I T n h 4  
J1-N L L G I  T P ~ =  
34C Y P A g = O . G  L a 5  1 T O 6 6  
DO 400  Y = J * J 1  L% 1 TQ57 
PROD = 1.0 I -"GI T n S ?  
h0 390 L =  J9J3 LbGITP6Q 
I F ( K  .€Q.c) GOTO =9C L A G  I Tn-?r  
P P ~ P  = ( x ~ ~ Q = x ( L I I / ( Y ( " ) - x [ L I  ) ~ r - ? n n  L A C !  ~ n 7 1  
35'0 CO4fTIf!IIF LbG!TOf 7 
4 0 0  Y S A T =  ynnq+  Y ( y  ) s g ~ ? n  [-4c 1 T p 7 2  
oETUOf1 ~ " T T n 7 r :  
9 0 7 P  L*!RITE16,Qn2n) L L ' I T 3 7 c  
WRITE(6,9040) N P ~ N , I ~ X ( I ~ ~ X R ~ I ?  L A C !  107.E 
ST9P L;*d; I T ? 7 7  
9030 RORSqAT ( l k l 1 2 1 H I N D U T  F 9 R q 9  I N  L A G I T  I LaC 1 T O T ?  
9040 'FORMAT [ 1tiO3!-!NP=I6 r4X?YN=Tb r~X5'I-Ii.1r."-POIr\'T r 5,/1xr;Hx f z ) F I . h .  7 , . % X ~ I H X ; ~ ~ ~ : ~ L P . G !  7-079 
~14.71 L o G r  T P S O  

FOR DLAGIT 
SWB,ROUTIN€ D ~ A G I T ( X R A R , X ~ F X ~ N , K ~ F X B A R I I F R R )  
LRGRANGIAN NUMER1CA.L D I F F E R E N T I A T l O h !  
K-2 I N D I C A T E S  THE ORDER OF P O L Y N O M l V A C  F I T  R E I N G  dSEO 
P O I N T  T O  BE I N T E R P O L A T E D  MUST FALL ~ I T t - ~ l h l  G T V F N  
RANGE OF X P O I N T S  (USER BEWARE OF I N D ~ C F T O R  1 
IF NEAR END POINTS THEN I T  bV1l-L REDUCF T O  LOWFST POLY. 
TO F I T  D A T A  P ~ J I N T S ~ K - ~ ~ F T C .  T O  3 1  
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS ONLY ONE VALUF A T  P T I M F  
N=THE NUMBER QF P O I R T  I N  A R R A Y  
K=THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO RF USED I N  FORMULP 
x=INDEPENDENT V A R I A B L E  P R R A Y  
FX=DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E  A R R A Y  
xBAR= TO POINT WHEPE Y = F [ x B A R )  15 REIb!G cOtlGH7 
FXPPR- RFSULT OF COPRFFPONDTNG X 9 A R  
I N D =  ERROR I N O T C A T O P  ( - 1  THEN XPAR.Gl.X(N)r 
O THFN X R A R  OR, 1 THFN X P A R . L T . X ( l )  
BTMENSION X t N ) q F X ( N )  
LOGTCPL ODD 
I1 N B =lo 
K A f = M O D I K  9 2  1 
EF(KAT.EQ~IIODD=.TRU?. 
DO 20 Z = 1 , N  
I,= I 
IF(XBAR.LT*XITIIGO Tf I  75 
cONT I NUlE 
I N D = - l  
RETURN 
~ O N T  1 NUIE 




r ~ c o o n j ~ o  i o  40 
IIF(C.LE.K/Z 1 GO TO 6 6  
DCAclOO1 
DL& I 097 
D L A G ?  003 
D i A G  1 C04 
P L A G l O O 5  
DLAGI 806 
D L B G I  007 
@LAG 1008 
n ~ s t   nos 
OL4'TOIO 
DLAG!nll 
O L A G f  C i ?  
DLAGIOI? 
DLAGiOl4 
D L A G 1 0 1 5  
D L A G 1 r ) l b  
nLAGT017 
nL%r,rnlp, 
n [ - A G I n l =  
D L A G I  02Q 
f ' L A ' l I l f 2 1  
D L A G  I022 
DL4G I023 
DLAG I f ) 2 4  
DLAG I f l25 
D C P G  l n 2 6  
D L 4 C 1 P 2 7  
DL4G 11128 
DLAG I n.24 
PL4.C 1030 





D L 4 G I O ? 6  
D L A G 1 0 3 7  
I I ~ I F ( C * B T ~ I N - K / ~ + I ) )  GC r0 46 
3'6 C B N T  I NIWIS. 
1r,HTGWti.+K/2;11 
l e o n = t = ~ / z  
l3o t o  60 
46 CmONT I NU'E 
B 1 f ? { ~ r ' I + E . ~ / 2 I  60 TO 67  
~ ~ F ( L * G ~ * ( N - ( Y + ~ I / ~ + I  1 )  GO Tn 46 
37 CONIT IINIWIE 
I ~ ; H I G H I E L + ~ K + ~ )  1 7 - 1
~LOW[=IL-Q'K+] ) / ?  
60 T O  60 
6 6 rC ON T N,UE 
I K - K - ~  
GO T O  3 5  
6 7  CON'TIN8U6 
K=IK+ 1 
Q O f O  480 
4 6 CONIT B'Y VF 
K = ~ + N I = + Q ~ - I  1 
I lF(yeF13r71GO TO 5 0  
~ F I F ( M O D ( ~ K , ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ) ~ ~  TO 77  
60 TO 316 
C STRAIGHT L I N E  FIT A T  F A R  END P O I N T  TW13 BEHIND AND ONE AHEAD 
50 CONf Ik4UlE 
llllH 1 6 HkjL 
I ~ I L Q W = ~ - ~  
60  CONTI'NU~E 
F X B A R = O . O  
DO 90 IO-]LOW, IMTGH,? 
SUMUJ-BmO 
DO 8 0  J Q = I L O W ~ I H I G H ~ I  
I ~ F I J Q J . E Q - I Q ) G O  T O  80 
IPROD= 11,
60 70 LR=TLOW,lHTGH,l 
F F ( L O . E C I . I ~ ) G ~  TP  70 
I I F I L Q * E O . J Q I ~ G ~  TC 70 
~t a r ~  I 070 
PLdGI039 
P L A ~ ~  040 
Dl. AT7 I fl'f 1 
DLAGIO42 
DLAG 1043  
D L A G I 0 4 4  - 
D t A G I 0 4 5  
DtAG1046 
DLAG 1 n47 
O L A G I O * R  
DLAGIC49 
DLAG I n5t) 
DLAGI051 
DL4GTt352 
D L 4 G 1 0 5 3  
DLAG 1 0 5 4  
D L 4 G  1055 
DLAG i 056  
nLPGI057 
DLAGI f l58 
DLAG I059 
DLAGl060 




D L A G 1 0 6 5  
DL451066 
DLAG In67  
CtAGI066 




D t A G  1077 
PLAG 1074  
DLAG 1075 
DL AG I076 
@LAG I077 
D L A G I 0 7 P  
nl 4.3 I n79 
PL AG I Re0 
PLAG1081 
Q L f i G I C 8 2  
DLAG f 0 8 3  
DL AG 1084 
DLAGI085 
DtAGI086 
9 1 4 G T O R 7  
FUINCT I O N  DTAR ( X 9.Z ,L I 
GIFIZENSIO'N TEMPII), ~ l S T ( 8 ) r  ~ 1 1 3 ) ~  A U X Y ( 6 l r  A U X L ( b 1  
INTEGER D.ELY , D E L X , D E C X T J ~ E L Y T T  S!$I T C H  
1 & * 3 T ( l ' )  = 1 , O C C L I S T ; l )  1 
I L E S T ( ~ ) ~  e 1,(21 
~ l 1 s t r 4 , l  k ( 3 1  
r\jbzJF l C I s T ( r C )  
1 I lE {b )~1116-$ }  10, 9 ,  Pi\ 
C IlMsR F 2 #lRtR P '. S 
9 ID,EII,Y = lLII 1 2 )  
a&xT = 1 
B&YT = 1 
O.W'I~CWI 5 1 
I D ~ ~ L X  = 8L(14) 
~ A p i j . 4  = D E ~ X ~ I  
$ F ( ~ A ~ D A ) ~ 2 s 1 1 ~ ~ 3 7  
c X A R R A Y  SING~~_Y SURSCT-IPTED 
11 1~1Eext = LAMDA 
C X A R R A Y  D O U R L Y  S U B S C R I P T E D  
12  IklOCX = e l 9 1  
N = 1 ; 1 1 3 ) .  
C O C Y  = e c i n l  
GO T O  $ 2 6  
C DNIF A R R P Y  
10 IN' = f C l S T [ 4 ) + 1 ) / 2  
DlECXT = L I 3  0 
D I ~ ~ Y T  = & ( 3 !  
s w i i c l ~  = n 
DIEL;X r 2 
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1 2 6  'KX  G ' L l h )  
1KZ = lLI5)  
l K Z P l  = K Z + l  
C SET UIP A U X I I L L A I R Y  2 A R R A Y  
1MZ = ' h ( 4 )  
JNZS = ~ ~ j I ' B ) = ~  
B N I T Z ~  % L I ~ ) I - L O C ~ T E V P ( ~  1 )+I 
I ~ F  f I N l I T Z f  . I L T * ~ ~  I N I T Z T = ~ ~ G ~ ~ + I N I T Z T  
b F  ( N I Z S - K Z I  ? f i r  5 2 ,  49 
49 IZ = F P I I T Z T + N I ~ I F  
KZIDZ  = ' K 2 / 2  
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JIIK = F ' N I T T Z T + ( K Z P ~ D Z + ~  I*NDIF 
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4 3  CONTIYILJIZ 
11 = I N I T Z T + N Z S  * ~ N D I ~  
60 TO 62 
52 81 = I N I ~ T Z T + K Z * N D I F  
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50 IF ( Z - ~ E ~ V P ( I I ' K * N ~ D I F ) ~  515, 5 7 ,  53 
56 'DO 57 f i = I K ,  l l~Hl~ l ! r  Nr?TF 
1 1  (Z -TFMP(I I ) I  5 7 ,  5 4 ,  ~4 
4 7  CQ'NTI NWlF 
a = ~ ~ l ~ ~ t z ; i + c v r S ~ * r . ~ ' D a F  
G,6 T O  6,2 
54 IIIF ( lKZB82 + 'KZD2 l .NE.KZ I GO T r )  5 5  
$ 2  = f-PlllPfF 
4 lF  ~AIRS~T€MPOEZI-Z)-PRS(TEMP( 1 1 - 1 ) )  F I ~ ,  5 5 9  5 5  
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GO TO 5 5  
5 5  l r r  = I + K Z D ? * N ~ ~ I F  
62 ,  J~K = P'INITZT 
'DO 6 5  ' N = l  s KZPl 
AIJXZ IIN I = TEMIP ( I I 
65 1 = 11 - I ~ ~ I D  r F 
J I [ I F I . ~ M ~ T C H ~  1 7 r T R , I 7  
1 7  ~ I F ( L A ' W ~ P ) ] Q , ~ ~ , I $  
19 1L15TC7)l = I;*~CX + JlK 
69 T O  2 1  
2'0 I L I S T ( ~ ~ N I  = LOCX 
2 1  L l I S T  (13 11 = L O C Y  + J1Y 
C I I S T ( ~ ~ ~ I  = 5'ElLX 
~ L I S T ~ ~ ' ~ I )  = DFILY 
I L I S T ( ~ J  = K X  
L I I ~ T ~ ~ )  = M 
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1 OONTIN,U€ 
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w l ~ r i h e ~ * 2 0 ~ ) ~ t f C ~ 1 ~ ~ z  1 r l + f i ~ l l I  1 )  , I = ~ v N P H I ~  I 
1 F O ~ ? M A ~ ~ ~ ' H O  TA~R '&E  IrlOXtl3H I P H I  1 S L I Y D A  / 
~ $ ' P B E ~ ~ . ~ / ( B E I ~ . S ~  
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202 EORMA$IP~MO TABLE 2 r l O X r 1 5 h  I P H I 2 , M  DOT P I  / 
il!E~PB!E15.5/ :81E15m5 1 1  
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2 CONf   NU@ 
'WRITE(  6,205) 
205 (EORMASC23HO PA~RAMETER INPUT C A R D S )  
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M A I N  n06 
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FAA1 N 009 
M A I N  010 
M A I N  rlll 
V A I X  012  
M A I N  013 
M A I N  014 
M A I N  015 
W A T Y  015 
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M A 1  Y 018 
M A I Q  010 
M A I N  0 7 0  
M A I N  021 
M P I N  0 2 2  
M A I N  023 
MAIN 0 2 4  
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C CASE 1 OR CASE 3 rwD.5 1s IN V E C T O f 4 l  
~lEn= 5 
w A I P t  078 
Y A I h J  'J?q 
U A I h l  Q'10 
W A I F 1  041 
U A l Y  047 
h'AIh l  1 7 4 ~  
M A T h !  0 4 4  
M A I N  045 
V A I N  046 
M P ! ' . l  047  
M A I N  04P 
M A I N  04@ 
M A l h !  o5n 
~ A P  I N n s l  
? - * b l N  P 5 ?  
V A I N  0 4 =  
MAIh! 0 5 4  
M A I Y  P c 5  
W A l N  0 5 6  
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T f i A l %  f J F R  
M A l Y  Q q 4  
V A I N  0 6 0  
8 7 4 T Y  061 
V A I Y  0 6 2  
M A I N  063 
M A I N  064 
M A I N  0 6 5  
F f l A I N  056  
tf lAIN i167 
P f l A I "  n56 
e.4 I Y 069 
~ 4 1 4  n;ln 
M A T V  n71 
V A I N  0 7 2  
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v 4 I N  7 1 7  
M A I f i :  1 1 3  
M A I k  1 1 4  
V A I N  115 
MAIT: l l b  
MAlfi! 117 
M A I N  1 1 8  
M A I N  119 
u41b! 1 7 0  
>"Ib! 1 7 1  
'j4IY 122 
* f lATFj  17? 
k d A I N  1 2 4  
M A 1  N 1 2 5  
h j A f N  126  
M h I N  1 2 7  
V n f N  1 7 P  
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!VAIN L24 
M A I N  1 7 5  
M 4 T N  136 
M b I N  I37 
M A I N  138 
M A I N  119 
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F r h l b i  1 4 4  
5 4 1 T Y  1 4 5  
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M A I N  1 4 8  
M A I N  1 4 9  
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M A I N  151 
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M A I N  154 
M A I N  155 
M A I N  156 
M A I N  157 
M A I N  158 
M A I N  159 
M A I N  160 
M A I N  163 
M A I N  162 
M A I N  163 
M A I N  164 
M A I N  165 
M A I N  166 
M A I N  167 
M A I N  168 
M A I N  169  
M A I N  170 
M A I N  171 
M A I N  172 
M A I N  173 
M A I N  174 
M A I N  175 
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M A I N  177 
M A I N  1 7 8  
M A I N  179 
INAIN 180 
MP.IN 181 
4 A I N  187 
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V P T N  18q 
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145 ~ B N T  I NU)€ 
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W I R I T E ( ~ , ~ ~ O )  ClF( 1) rF=]1,NF018 
M A I N  186 
M A I N  1 8 7  
M P I N  188 
VAIN 1 8 9  
M L T Y  190 
P J A T ~ I  191 
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M A I N  193  
M A I N  194 
M 4 I N  1 9 5  
M A I N  196 
M A I N  197 
F A I N  196 
M A I N  199 
M A l N  200 
M A I N  201 
M A I N  202 
M A I N  7 0 3  
M A I N  2 0 4  
N A I N  205 
:?P.IfiI 206  
M A I N  7 0 7  
V A I F I  z o e  
M A I N  209 
FnBIN 210 
M A I N  211 
M A I N  212 
MA:U 213 
h q A I F I  2 2 4  
k a A I N  2 1 5  
rJIP,Y 2 1 6  
VsiN 217 
M A I N  2 1 8  
M A I N  2 1 9  
M A I N  2 2 0  
M A I N  2 2 1  
h l A T N  277 
' J A I V  7 7 ?  
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M A I N  2 2 5  
M A I N  2 2 6  
FAA1 N 2 2 7  
M A I N  228  
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M A I N  212 
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M A I N  2 1 4  
M A T N  2 7 5  
M A I N  2'36 
M A I N  217  
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M 4 I N  2q0 
M A  I N  240 
M A I N  241 
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M A T N  2 4 3  
M A I N  244 
M A I N  2 4 5  
W A I N  2 4 6  
M 4 ? N  247 
P A  I N  948 
M A I N  249 
P A l h l  250 
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V A I N  2 5 2  
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